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that he will lie recalled, in view of
the almost certain condemnation that
vn.uid lollow among the large Ameri-can celony of Mexico if the ambassa-- !
dor were to leave the country
The state department consid-erAir. Wilsons work in the interest
of Americans quite aside from any
dipli.nnuic functions of great import

Dally Maxim

CITY ED'TION

hour the hearing adjourned until 2
o'clock this
afternoon. Lieutenant
Governor O'liaia was not present at
the hearing, but was in the hotel
waiting to appear in response to a
FOUND
TO
subpoena.
"I am ready to go on the stand at
any time," said O'Hara. "I shall tell
all I know of it. 1 am sure the testiance.
mony5 of Jiiss Robinson from what I
Lave heard of it, has made an impres"
To Investigate Smuggling.
ONE IS DISCOVERED IN THE LIV PERSIDENT AND SECRETARY OF MISS MAUDE ROBINSON TELLS OF sion favorable to me."
STATE TROOPS DEFEAT MEXICAN
WOULD CHANGE TARIFF BILL TO
Los
Angelas, May 10. In advices
ERPOOL PASSENGER STATION
REGULARS IN THE VICINITY
STATE SEND WIRE TO CALIGibbons, O'Hara and others who
SIGNING.
AN
ALLOW SECRETARY OF THE
AFFIDAVIT
received today the United States dis
have beeu mentioned in connection
OF GUAYMAS
TODAY
FORNIA GOVERNOR
AGAINST O'HARA
TREASURY TO ACT
trict attorney was informed by Diswith the charges were to appear this
trict Attorney Jooseph Morrison of
afternoon.
A
ROUT Fhoenix that the Mexicans Involved THE FUSE HAD GONE
FIGHT
BECOMES
Mrs. Inbusch Denies It
OUT SEND
JAPAN'S
PROTEST LIQUOR DEALER
HE
COULD
FIX
VALUES
HER
ASKED
in the alleged conspiracy to smuggle
A. special to the Journal from Madi-oowar aeroplanes to the Sonora rebels
Wis., today denied that Mrs. InARMY would be arrested as soon as Wash- ONLY GOOD LUCK
LOYAL
DEMORALIZED
PREVENTED INFORM EXECUTIVE AS TO WHAT SAID IT WOULD PREVENT
ARTICLES IMPORTED WOULD BE
THE busch was a member of the Yreden-burgDESTRUCTION
LEAVES REBELS IN CONTROL
OF PROPERTY
MIKADO'S COUNTRY RESENTS
ington had ruled on the status of the
SUBJECT TO TARIFF HE
OFFICIAL FROM PROBING INparty. The special says:
flying machine seized Wednesday at
AND LOSS OF LIFE
OF GULF COUNTRY
IN LAND BILL
"She admitted acquaintance with
SHOULD NAME
,
TO VICE MATTERS
Tuscon.
Thomas Vredenburgh and alBo admit
Massuii and Dean, the airmen de
ted the possibility that she might
GUAYMAS REPORTED FALLING tained when the aeroplane was taken CLOCK-WOR- K
WAS
HEARD OFFICIALS HOLD CONFERENCE TOOK
A
TO
HER
HOTEL have been in Chicago at the time in UNDERWOOD LIKES THE FLAN
by government agents at Tucson, are
question. 'If I was In Chicago at the
across the border, but Morrison
safely
time,' however,' said Mrs. Inbusch
OTHERWISE
INFERNAL MACHINE DECIDE THE MATTER MUST BE
THIS STORY, HOWEVER, CANNOT
SCHEME WAS EVOLVED BY ASREGISTERED AS MAN AND WiFE
said his men knew where General
'I was staying with friends and not
IN
READING
UP
BE CONFIRMED BY TODAY'S
PUT
POSTOFFICE
TO
COAST
STATE
SISTANT ATTORNEY AMD ANCambreras and the Alcade brothers
BUT THEIR RELATIONS
at any hotel. I have nothing whatMIGHT HAVE EXPLODED
NEWS DISPATCHES
'
Manuel and Joaquin, were. The fedOTHER OFFICIAL
WERE CHASTE
ever to do with this affair. I know
eral grand jury, which started an innothing of it except wliat I have read
London, May 10. Two more of the
in the newspapers.
Xogales, Ariz., May 10. After des- vestigation into the alleged aeroplane
I have
never
Washington, May 10. An amendChicago, May 10. Miss Maude Robat
perate and decisive fighting late yes- smuggling, will meet again Tuesday. now ramuiar bombs with which the
Hotel
the
Sherman
and ment to the tariff bill to. authorize
stayed
inson, author of the affidavit calling
militant suffragettes are attempting to
terday the federals last night withdrew
Washington, "May 10. Presiinto question the moral conduct 0ji never visited there with Mr. Vreden the secretary of the treasury to proscare the British parliament into giv- - 4 dent Wilson and Secretary Bryto Guaymas, leaving the state troops
HUSBAND MUST RETRACT
Lieutenant Governor Barrett O'Hara, burgh, nor do I know Mr. O'Hara, I claim values of imported goods for
in control of all points north of the
an decided late today to telenever knew Maude Robinson nor have the purpose of assessing advalorsni
San Francisco, May 10. Mrs. Bes- ing the parliamentary franchise to wo
today told her story to the Ettellson I
been in Springfield in two years.
gulf port. The government troops sie C. Merriam will not consent to the men, were discovered this mornlug.
graph to Governor Johnson of
tariff duties, irrespective of fluctuatcommittee appointed to investigate
" 'I believe that the
were utterly routed, say telegraphic compromise offered by her husband One of them was found in the passen-j-ge- r
California the views of the adbringing of my ing foreign markets, thereby approxithe allegation.
advices today, and refugees, arrivling and urged by Judge Graham of the
ministration as well as the obwaiting room at the Busy-Lim- e
Asked point blank by Senator Ettell- name into this is part of a political mating the advalorem system to ih.
from the state troop hase below Ortiz. superior court, who is trying the di- street railroad station in Liverpool U jections of the Japanese governson if her relations with the Lieuten conspiracy against my father, just as advantage of specific duties, vpa3 proment to the Webb bill, passed
Eight hundred insurgents under vorce suit brought against her by Cap-- ' a'l tne other iu the sorting room of
ant governor had been unduly inti are the charges being used against posed today to Chairman Simmons,
Juan Cabral took the aggressive in tain Henry C. Merriam, until it pro- - the postoffice at Reading.
by the California legislature
the witness replied in the nega Mr. O'Hara by the saloon keepers and of the finance committee, and Chairmate,
The fuse of the Liverpool bomb had
the center of the state's advance. De- rides for a retraction that shall clear
and awaiting
who rebent his investiga- man Underwood of the ways and
the governor's
tive. In her testimony she brought dive keepers
"
ployed along the right flank were the her of the charges made. Otherwise been lighted, but had died out before
signature. Is was said Govermeans committee, by Assistant Attorin the name of Mrs. Mabel Inbusch of tion.'
it reached the gunpowder and iron
Yaqui Indians under Chief Bule, who she will refuse to a file a
nor Johnson will be urged to
O'Hara at the afternoon session1 told ney General Dennison and Assistant
of a former
Wis.,
daughter
Madison,
nuts, and the long fuse was laid in the 4 veto the measure.
pressed against the federal position
of meeting Vredenburgh on the train Secretary Curtis.
charging her husband with
governor of the Badger state.
with a wicked rifle fire. Five hun- 4
17. On .the way to the dinwhich, It was agreed, he would center.
Both leaders looked on the proposal
She said that she came from Spring- January
The Reading machine was wrapped
dred cavalry moved down from the not oppose. This i6 her decision as
4 4
car
was accosted by with interest and the tariff bill may
4 4
ing
Vredenburgh
O'Hara
a
on
train
with
to
field
Chicago
in a bulky parcel to which the atten
right wing under Majors Trujillo and anuouueed today by her attorneys.
Miss Robinson and Vredenburgh, hav- - accordingly be amended in (he finance
and Thomas Vredenburgh. They went
atGutierrez, with General Alfaro Obre-geMrs. Merriam is ill in a hospital tion or postotnee employes was
10.
Washington,
May
inglnvited O'Hara to lunch, introduced committee before It enters the senaie
Secretary
commander of the state forces, where she was taken yesterday after tracted by 'the sound of ticking. The Bryan and Viscount Chinda, the Jap- to the Hotel La Salle, where she him to the woman and asked her to for debate. President Wilson has
police were called in, and on examina- anese ambassador, got down to busi- checked her baggage and where they join them at luncheon.
directing the advance from the center. a complete nervous collapse.
His subse- been apprised that such an amendmet Mrs. Inbusch.a widow. They then
So persistent was the insurgent's
was a complete alibi ment would cut down litigation, taki
Captain Merriam accused his wife tion found that the parcel contained ness today at an early conference over
quent
testimony
the Hotel Sherman
e
of of misconduct with Clarence Murphy, an electric battery
advance, forming its
connected by the California alien land bill. Japan's visited the cafe of
to leaving the much 'work from the board of apprui-sshe said, for January 17, as
clock-worVredenburgh,
for
dinner.
to
with explosives and accom-- i motes t already had been
fire, that soon the federals began
a major on the staff of the governor
Lanibs' cafe. His actions on the eigh-Jerand Is believed by its proponent
informally left the
returned
he
and when
table,
retreat despite their ...artillery fire, of Louisiana.- - A tentative compromise plished -- by. quantities-- : of . suffragette f4'entefl ajut the,, ambassador was k
teenth
.''
were
to
and
.
be
iiinelepnth
similarly
absolutely necessary for the su
..'
which tossed shrapnel behind the hills was arranged for the sake of their literature. The parcel was addressed waiting to learn what the United banded ner the key to a suite ot accounted for.
cessful
working of En "advsloM'm tar
the
rooms. Eavine he had registered
to a municipal official of Reading now States
and into canyons where the constitu- daughter, Charlotte, 10 years old.
iff bill.
proposed to do about the bill
Miller
and
F.
wife,'
as
"J.
the belief that it was timed to explode already passed by the California leg- quartette
tionalists were concealed.
Another amendment proposed wou!-The federal formation seen through
the belief that it
to explode islature and awaiting Governor John- and "F. D. Duncan and wife."
OFFICIAL CllilHGEO
make
itu nlawful for any person to
the
After the meal
party adjourned
in his residence during his absence. son's
high power glasses from the state's BANDITS
ESCAPE IiN
signature. Early today there
from appraised valua
take
appeals
she sild
The clock-worright had ten cannon in the center and
arrangement was in was prospect of a special cabinti to the Lambs' cafe, where
on a contingent fee basis. Astions
WITH
bhe met Harry Oibbets.a court bailiff
perfect working order,
cavalry to the right, a formation of
meeting to afford Secretary Bryan an
sistant Attorney General Dennison
A SHOWER Or LEAD
and friend of O'Hara, to whom the
1,200 men, the main bodies of which
to
before
President
lay
opportunity
said
today that the amendment with
to meet SECRETARY OF STATE OF CALI
were two miles apart. Both divisions
Suffragettes Fire a House.
Wilson and his colleagues the result latter says he telegraphed
the
provision
already in the bill rehimself
he
found
him in Chicago when
fell back toward Guaymas.
New
FORNIA SAID TO HAVE MIS10. of his further conference
Early to- THREE MASKED MEN FAIL
Eng.,
May
with
the
a
of
$1 for all protests and
fee
quiring
TO
in the party on the train. Aftera numAPPROPRIATED
"Punholme," a large unoccupied Japanese ambassador.
day the unconfirmed report came back
FUNDS
customs litigawould
curtail
GET
appeals
ANY
MONEY
FROM
she,
over the wires that the state troops
house here, was fired today by an
It was evident that there was no ber of drinks, witness declared,
tion 50 per cent.
HOWEVER.
COLO.,
went
and
Inbusch
Mrs.
fedVredenburgh
had occupied Guaymas with the
"arson squad"
of militant
suffra-- ! disiosition to delay the
Sacramento, Calif., May 10. Frank
The proposed amendment, which in
question, and
erals in full retreat along the coast to
gettes, but they were alarmed by the ii appeared to he the intention of Sec- to the hotel, leaving Gibbons and C. Jordan, secretary of state of Cali- jects a
Grand Junction, Colo., May
completely new feature into
in
sidewalk
on
the
the south of the gulf.
ana decamped, retary Bryan to give the Japanese O'Hara talking
approach of passers-bfornia, is unanimously charged with the amendment of the tariff law, was
in
a
bandits
of
shower
escaped
Lambs' cafe. Later in malfeasance in office by the joint leg-At the federal rear were trains
leavins- hehln.1 thpm TinMonm onrt ambassador a
of front of the
prompt assurance
conceived Dy Assistant Attorney Gen
with engines with steam up ready to bullets early this morning, after they other inflammable materials The f re what his
she
the
said, the lieutenant islative committee which recently in
evening,
government might expect the
eral Dennison, who was chairman of
the
at
called
apartment.
assist in the retreat. Official state had attempted to dynamite the safe was soon extinguished.
vestigated the payment of fees into the presidential committee that invesUnited States to do about ,the legisla- governor
at
of
of
Bank
the
Debeque
Debeque,
advices relate that during the fightIt was at this point that Senator
his department, and in its report to
tion Japan considers offensive.
the board of general appraisers
35 miles east of he.'e.
A posse is pur- asked the direct, question as its report to the legislature this morn- - tigated
PINCHOT IS BLAMED.
ing insurgents under Major Carlosi
The
conference
hour
an
lasted
and
several
months ago. The recommen-adtio- n
the
robbers.
Felix executed a flank rear move suing
Washington, May 10 "Gifford
at its conclusion Viscount Chinda paid to her relations with O'Hara. Miss ing, the committee recommends that
the committee for sweeping
of
to the
The
entrance
robbers
to
gained
came
more than any other man has a short visit to Counselor Moore. No Robinson testified that she
ment, striking the federal lines at
tne case be turned over to the attorin
the present methods of
changes
to
bank building and attempted
crack been resnnnHililn fnr tvinw
Aiaa- - statement
Maytorena, between Ortiz and Guaywas forthcoming as to what 'the hotel on January 17 rnd remain ney general.
"V
f
V,,.
r,
and classification recent'"'b
appraisement
JL
1113 uumr oo.lv:,
iiaWHO
.liai
b5
mas.
James G. Galb'eat'i. secretary had taken place, but it is known that ed there three days.
The collection of money for copies ly were submitted to congress
by
she
A train bearing CO soldiers and mite had been exploded when R. G. of the American Mining congress,
The witness said that
signed of automobile registration furnished
having presented the views of his own
President Wilson.
three officers was captured, and in Harris, aroused by me noise, saw a told the Kenntp fprritnri&a .immtto-- i government in objection to the Cali- the affidavit at the request of Sannif to insurance companies
and others
the fighting CO federals were killed light Inside the bank and started to today- He added that former Presi fornia
as well as that of Davis, a liquor dealer of Springfield, during the time Jordan has been at the journals of the senate and aslegislation
door
of
At
the
the
bank
dent Roosevelt's legislative order of Arizona, the ambassador withdrew to who assured her that it would never the head of the department is the baand seven privates and four officers investigate.
sembly and will be considered tomortaken prisoners. The insurgents un- he was met by a robber, who snoved 190G withdrawing Ahu-.k- i
coal land await a formal answer from the state be made public, but would be used sis of the finding against him.
row.
,
der Colonel Benjamin also struck a revolver in his face and ordered from entry "warranted
only to coerce O'Hara Into steering
revolution" dpeartment.
According to the report, th3 Investithe
Later
board
of
control,
today
him,
away.
the federal rear, moving in from
and favored the bill before the comThe president's return from Mt his vice investigation away from Da- gation brought out the fact that at which also made an Investigation
Harris obeyed the order, but as soon mittee for
aid in the con Vernon early this afternoon afforded vis. She said that the paper was least $7,500 was collected in this man- into the affairs of
points south of Guaymas.
governmi,t
Secretary Jordan's
These surprises led to a hasty and as he left the bank building, he struction of Alaskan railways, but op Secretary Bryan an opportunity to meant as a club to be held over ner during the first 16 rno;u!i3 of Jor- office, reported its findings to the
A crowd of citizens
alarm.
the
spread
disorderly retreat of the government
posed a system of giverament leae confer with him on the views of Jap- O'Hara, according to assurances given dan's incumbency, and that none ofigovernor,
secretary Jordan said: '
when the robbers,
her to sign it was turned into the treasury, where; -Later
asked
Davis
her.
of coal lands.
troops. Fifty federal prisoners were soon, gathered and
Calianese
the
government
regarding
j do not fear the outcome. The
sent to Hermosillo and others are re- alarmed, made a dash out of the
George H. Patncic, counsel for the fornia and Arizona
land leg- a second affidavit against O'Hara, but iv should properly have sons.
dos not warrant the con- with
a
testimony
met
fusillade
were
bank,
they
lawlield
at
the
front.
Alaska Northern railway, contjnded islation as presented by Ambassador upon advice of Fred Mortimer, a
ported captured and
Every detail of the business ot sup-.- ; clusions of th6 committee, and state-plyin- g
'
at
back
of
robbers
fired
shots.
The
his company shonH have ail opporrun- - Chinda.
Chief Bule is reported kil'ed and
yer friend of Springfield, she declined
automobile registrations is set menta made in the
report are not war.
to do so.
to penetrate the interior of Alas
forth in the committee report, which ranted
heavy loss to his Indians incident to the citizens, and, running through
ity
visit
to
After
his
the
president
Uie
t kB(w tiat
town.
records
by
from
Main
the
street, escaped
a charge which resulted in the capka wtihout fear of competitii with a Secretary Bryan expected to have a
"Why did not he want you to sign declares Mrs. Anita A. Brewer, sten- - ,
t
,Mn
Ana
ture of much federal artillery and
gowornimenb-aiderailroad.
He as- further conference with the Japanese it?" inquired Senator Ettellson.
ographer in Secretary Jordan's office, that the stat 3 has not been deprived!
WILL PAY REWARD.
"Because he said that Davis mig'it sold carbon copies of the daily reports
sailed the Taft ad nun is .rev. m which, ambassador, and perhaps then would
heavy losses to both sides: Major
of a dollar to which It was entitled.
Gutierrez also Is named among the
Sacramento, Cal., May 10. The he said, "used its whole p'.wor to be able to present the formal answer not keep his promise to keep the affi- she made on behalf of the secretary
What
I hav permitted was permitted
state
the
$10,000 reward offered by
killed.
of state to the state controCer, and
crush," the Alaska Northern.1
of the United States to the Japanese davit secret."
by
my
predecessor for seven years,
Celebration of constitutionalist sym- two years ago for the apprehension of
Throughout, Miss Robinson, dress- that the practice was carried on and is
protest.
government's
find
practical!
permitted
ed in a trim gray suit and frequently "with the knowledge and consent of
Ariz., during the person responsible for tne dynapathizers at Nogales,
WANTS TWENTIETH CHILD.
in every public office in
rightfully
last night led to riots when govern- miting of the Times building in Los
Los Angeles, Cal., May 10. Ninebrushing back the long green veil Frankie Jordan, who, in some in- the
state."
VALE WINS MEET
ment sympathizers interfered. The Angeles, is about to be paid.
which fell over her pretty face, spore stances, solicited certain persons or.
teen children, 17 of her own blood
10
Yale
N. J., May
Princeton,
to
A
amount
makbill
that
in a clear, unhesitating voice.
and two adopted, have been reared by
police dispersed the mob after
appropriating
corporations to purchase said rewon the annual track meet with
FEDERAL COMPA.NY WINS.
rf William . ' Mrs. "May C. Koch of this city, yet
"I wish emphatically to deny that ports.
ing many arrests.
totisfy the olums
state was passed she has undertaken the task of bring- Princeton. The final score was: Yals that there was any improper relations
Burns against-thWashington, May 10. The Federal
"The information furnished in this
Wilson Will Stay In Mexico.
between myself and Mr. O'Hara, or way," the report says, 'wa 3 valuable Telegraph company of San, Francisco-submittetoday in the assembly by a vote of ing up another. A petition signed by C0; Princeton, 56.
The victory was not won until the that that subject was even
the lowest esimata for tlsa
Washington, May 10. President 42 to 14, and sent to the governor, Mrs. Koch for the adoption of an
were willing to pay fsr,!
discuss to thofo
last event had been deiluerta's reminder to Ambassador having already passed the senate.
old girl, Helen Shirley, was next to the
ed," she kept repeating between the it, only when obtained on the day construction of the high power radio
voted before Judge McCormlck in the super- cided. The weather was very coli interrogations of Chairman Ettellson.
Wilson of the limitation imposed San Francisco members all
that the applications for motor li- station at the United States navai
for this time of the year and a his a "Neither did Davis offer
ma
him
in
official intercourse against the bill.,
ior court today.
upon
were filed, and It Is charged reservation at San Pablo sitn, C t
censes
money
any
with the athletes. To in
with the Mexican government is not
connection with my signing the af- that the original records were taken mito, Canal Zone, when the bids wero
"While I believe I already have wind interfered
the slow time in some fidavit."
NEW COUNSEL ARRIVES.
done my duty," said the petitioner, "I this was due
expected to change the status of the
by Mrs. Brewer into the prlvata of- opened today at the navy department.
events.
10.
American ambassador. Mr. Wilson
Tho company's estimate cn the conCal.,
"Were you ever married?" asked fice of Secretary Jordan on the
San Francisco,
May
might just as well rear an even score
day
t
steet
has been doing business with a de
the chairman.
Kurusu, newly appointed Japan- of them."
they were filed In order that tho pub- struction of the three
towers was $73,770 and on tho wirefacto government, although he has ese consul at New York, has arrived
"Yes," the witness
SLOW TIME EXPECTED
replied.
"My lic might not sea them."
not been able to extend political rec- here from Honolulu on a is way east.
PRINCETON WINS CONTEST.
Lincoln, Neb., May 10. Kansas and husband was Foster Shriever of Like conditions were found to ob- less equipment $."2,C!0.
It was granted a di- tain In the branch of of ice of the regognition as desired by the Huerta ele- He was unwilling to give ; any view
Princeton, N. J., May iO Prince- Nebraska are prepared to meet here Springfield.
ment. He will continue to transact upon the question of anti-alielegiston won the
gun this afternoon in their annual dual vorce from him last April. I am
istration bureau in L03 Angeles, conHARVARD BEATS CORNELL
the necessary business of the Ameri- lation.
with my mother and do dress- ducted by Jordan's son, Frank M. Jorchampionship here toiay with a vic- tiack meet. Rain, which fell all day
Cambridge, Mass., May 10. Harvonl
can embassy at the capital for the
"My transfer from Honolulu haa tory over Yale and Dartmouth. The yesterday and last night, makes the making at 713 South English avenue dan, vhere
was defeated Cornell this afteroiKm in
$2.Ui
approximately
at Springfield."
present. It Is not anticipated that nothing to do with the topic," he team scores were: Princeton, 407; track heavy, and slow time is
collected la a similar manner.
annual track mHt by the 8cr .if
he .will be given his 'passports, nor stated.
After being in session about an
Yale, 312; Dartmouth, 294.
The report, was, ordered print-- ! in ,to 54.
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TWO
I

TVITCIIELL AGAIN
HEADS

ROADS

BOOSTERS

if the association. believes that by
continuing as president I may be able
to assist in the construction ol good
roads aud the upbuilding ,f the stale

j

PULPIT
:

I will accept."

The election of the other officers
and the county vice presidents and or- -'
ganizers quickly followed.

NEWS

FROM THE CAPITAL

aN u:

Santa Fe, X. M.. May 10. Supreme
court matters, Friday's session: .
No. 1550,
JIary Margaret Young, et
al, appellants, vs. Isaac N. Woodman,
et al, argued and submitted.

Choir Loft

in a variety of fabrics, will be much in evidence this season and the
styles are more than or"
We
have just received a beautiful variety of the newest styles, made from
dinarily attractive.
Pique, Marsielles, Linen and fancy mixturesall neatly trimmed with fancy buttons and buckles
well made and combining style and service to a maximum
degree.

Gvoernor McDonald Praises State
CHURCH OF THE IMMACULATE
No. 1551. state of N. M. ex rel,
Engineer French.
CONCEPTION Adrian
Raheyrolle,
STATE ASSOCIATION, IN SESSION
Standard Home company, appellant,
Declaring that he felt better today pastor.
REthan be had felt for nine months and
AT
vs. Corporation Commission, et al,
ALBUQUERQUE,
First mass at 7 a., in.; second mass
ELECTS HIM PRESIDENT.
that he is not going to die in the near at 10 a. m.
on briefs.
submitted
school
in
English
Sunday
future as had been reported, GoverNo. 1452, Territory of New Mexico,
and Spanish at 3 P- m., in Spanish at
nor W. C. McDonald made a very hap.
4.
This is the largest and most desirable line of Wash Skirts we have ever shown and never
3:30 p. m. Rosary ani benediction appellee, vs. Benito Lobato, appellant.
py speech at the morning session of of the blessed sacrament at 7:30 p. Appeal from district court, Taos counhave better values been offered for so little money.
the convention. The governor talked m.
Ths New Officers.
ty.
,
E.
It.
Twitchell,
more
for
than
and
he
minutes
An
President,
indictment was returned against
thirty
Sunday school for English speakLas Vegas.
spoke vigirously and in a voice that
and Spanish speaking children the appellant by the grand jury of
ing
Vice
President,
indicated fine health and spirits. The
General
Taos county, charging him with the
every Sunday at 1:30 p. m.
WO
Francis E. Lester, Las Cruces.
with Colonel
governor - disagreed
crime of murder in the first degree.
AlE.
L.
Grose,
Twitchell as to the plan of supervisHe was tried, found guilty of volunSecretary,
CHURCH OF OUR LADY OF SORbuquerque.
ing road construction and mainten- ROWS Rev. Paul Gilberton, pastor. tary manslaughter and by the court
ance. He declared that he believed
Treasurer, John Becker, Jr.,
First mass at 6:30 a. m., third Sun- sentenced to a term of not less than
Helen.
it possible to secure men without pay
Second ma6S 8.30; seven, nor more than ten years, In
committee ,Don
to supervise the work men who had day excepted.
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The passing away of Honor Cham prison nor the prospect of twelve
fortunes in America, and was duly pion has recalled the days when for years penal servitude seems to have
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his wife did not bring him a fortune, press of Russia. Day by day he the formalities of marriage with the
and that the prevailing belief In her showed' her majesty the libraries air of a free and happy man.
great wealth is causing them great and museums of Paris, calling her
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which is found in the constant stream her identity from her guide until the in the year 1912 the receipts of the
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last, planning, however, to surprise various places of amusement In Paris
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came.
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and Australian syndicate for some
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books, instead of being in a maze of ture theatres evidence this. Today terest, thousands of
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whoeisale and retail discounts, de luxe they are counted by the hundreds In
citizens of New York this afterThe Morgan mines were named af
editions, fine binding, and eagerness Paris, and one of them shows total noon witnessed the impressive cerenot
two
ter
brothers, who, although
was to a receipts for the year amounting to monies of the unveiling of the statue
"
to bring out a
the actual discoverers, were the first
and $300,000.
of Carl Schurz, who, forced to flee
he
areat
collaborator
djegree
to realize the value of the property,
friend of his client, ana ft was alThe largest , receipts of any place from his native land because of his
have made Immense fortunes for those
most as a colleague that Champion are taken by the Opera, $G00,OO0. This revolutionary activities, became a citlucky enough to get an interest in was
treated by the p'nilologlsts and is explained by the fact that more izen of the United States, and in his.
Walthe beginning of development.
members of the Academy of Inscrip- foreign visitors go to the Opera than adopted home rose to positions of the
ter Hall, son of one of the promoters,
tions and Belles 'Lettres, who met any other theatre, so that it main highest distinction, serving in turn
who obtained his interest by financevery
Friday after the, session at the tains a fairly average audience at all as minister to Spain, as a soldier in
ing the locators, died two years ago
in his store on the Quai seasons of the year.
the civil war and as United States
Academy
and left a fortune of $12,000,000, and
The late Duke d'Aumale
senator from Missouri, in addition to
his widow last May gave $3,000,000 Malaquais.
In particular uad a very high opinion
FACT.
being a brilliant journalist and for
for educational and charitable work
of the knowledge and character of
half a century one of the most trein Australia.
Honore Champion, and never missed
mendous campaigners
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The original Hail, Thomas, was
can be verified.
an opportunity of showing his esteem.
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politics.
manager of the Queensland National
One day he sent for him and said:
The statue occupies a commanding
Fact is what we want.
Bank when he ootained his interest
woman of very
a
is not enough.
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"Champion,
Opinion
position
overlooking
Morningside
In the Morgan mines. The Morgans
differ.
Park
and
family is coming to Paris shortsurrounded
high
Opinions
by the cathedral
themselves made large fortunes, but
and she wishes to have someone
Here's an East Las Las Vegas fact of St. John the Divine, St. Luke's
the man who took them to the prop- ly,
her to the museums, libraries
You can test it.
guide
hospital, and the buildings of Colum
erty, and Donald Gordon, the original
A. A. Seelinger, 307 Grand avenue, bia university. The memorial was de
and collections. Her name is Madereceived virtually nothing
owner,
moiselle Hesse; that is all that I can East Las Vegas, N. M., says: "In Jan. signed by Karl Bitter, assisted by
Gordon grazed his sheep over his
tell you. Will you be her guide?"
uary, 1907, I gave a public statement Henry Bacon, the architect who de
acres, never dreaming of the wealth
Champion readily agreed, and he in praise of Doan's Kidney Pills to the signed the Lincoln memorial monu
that lay beneath. His brother, Sandy,
the mysterious young woman effect that I had procured this remedy ment soon to be erected in Washing
who visited him was the first to get piloted
for several weeks until she left, after at the Center Block Pharmacy and ton. The bronze
figure of
an inkling of the value of the big
had used it with the most satisfac Schurz stands on a large granite pehim
warmly.
very
thanking
metallic-lookin- g
boulders, and when
The bookseller had1 forgotten all tory results. My trouble was prla destal. It is a nine-foo- t
statue showthe attempt to raise sheep had failed
about the Incident, wijn one day the cipally from pair, and lameness acrosB ing Schurz in the long coat that he
he took the Morgan brothers to the
Empress of Russia happened to pass my kidneys and I am glad to say that wore so often. The pedestal bears
spot.
They took away specimens his door,
driving in state on her way Doan's Kidney Pills completely re reliefs in polished granite, and the
which assayed so high that the reto the Academy. He gazed on the lieved me. At Intervals since then Inscription:
ports seemed incredible. The Gordon
Carl Schurz
equipage with an idle eye, I have had slight recurrences of the
brothers were kept in the dark as to glittering
when to his great astonishment he pain in my back but Doan's Kidney
of Liberty and
Defender
the value of their property, and Don- saw
and waving Pills have never failed to prove effectFriend of Human Right
the
smiling
Empress
Thomas
ald readily sold for $3,200.
Two large granite seats extend on
her hand energetically in his direc- ive. Whenever anyone has questioned
Hall and others were taken In, the
tion. He then realized that the Em me regarding my former testimonial either side of the statue, and at each
Morgans retaining a half interest.
f
press was no other than Mademoiselle I have urged a trial o' Doan's Kidney end' Is a
containing allegorThe riches of the mine became a Hesse. Before her
marriage the Em- Pillss. "I know that this remedy ical figures representing the princithe
producof
Some
quartz
byword.
of lives un to representations."
pal activities of Schurz his work in
press was the Grand Duchess
ed as much as 800 ounces of the finFor sale by all dealers. Price 60 behalf of the Indian and the negro,
she it was whom he had
and
Hesse,
$5,000,-00when
N.
and
est gold to the ton,
Co., Buffalo,
escorted through the art treasures of cents.
and his contribution toward the adwas distributed in dividends, the the
for the United States vancement of the human race.
v..
asents
sole
capital.
bearshares went up to $85. The gold
Remember the name Doan's and
The unveiling ceremonies were pre
ing ore was finally exhausted, but in
ceded by a parade of civil war veter
An exhibition of the works of the take no other. Adv.
1906 the mine was reborn as a cop
celebrated
Revolutionary painter.
ans, state militia, and German societ
HOW'S THIS?
per producer, and today both copper Jacques Louis David, and his pupils,
ies. Mayor Gaynor and other invit
wa nftar Hue Hundred Dollars Re
and gold are being taken out.
ed guests reviewed the procession
has just been opened and proves of ward for
that
Catarrh
of
case
any
very great historical as well as ar- cannot be cured b Hall's uaiarru from a stand erected near the monu
ment. The unveiling ceremonies were
Paris, May 10. With the death of tistlc interest.
Cure.
F. J. CHENEY & oJ.,
Jean Constans, formerly ambassador
of a simple but impressive character.
Anatoie Fran.ce counts among his
Toledo, Dhio.
of France at Constantinople, a pic- cherished possessions a book of
Joseph M. Choate, chairman of the
known
We. the undersigned, have
turesque figure disappears from the sketches made by David for 'his state F. J. Cheney for the last 15 years, committee which erected the memorpolitical and diplomatic world.
picture of the Coronation of Napoleon. and believe him perfectly honorable ial, presided, and the principal speakHe is perhaps best remembered as He found it during his wanderings on in all business transactions and finan- ers were Ambassador von Bernstorff,
the minister whose uncompromising the quays of Paris, which are lined cially able to carry out any obliga- Congressman Richard Bartholdt of
tions made by his wm.
attitude had so much to (do with forc- by the stalls of the second hand book- NATIONAL
BANK OF COMMERCE, Missouri and Borough President
from
unto
flee
he
in
General
dox
men.
Boulanger
k
Toledo, unio.
ing
Rummaging
uoii'a roiprrh fViire is taken inter- Paris early in 1889 and spend the re- earthed the sketch book, and at once
Many guests of distinction occupied
blood
mainder of his life In exile M.
asked the price. "Five cents" said nniiv ootincr directlv UDonthethesystem. seats on the stand. Among them were
mucous surfaces of
Oscar Srauss,
Andrew Carnegie,
strong personality stood our the stallkeeper. France paid without and
Testimonpials sent free. Price 75
silthe
Horace
relief
bold
elegant
in
Adams,
against
bargaining.
cents per bottle. Sold by all Drug Charles Francis
and
Putnam
houettes of his attaches, but under
Haven
George
White,
gists.
Take Hall's Family mis ior con- Dr. Abraham Jacobi. Several generals
his rude exterior lurked a refined and
Pierre Nollet, under sentence of
who fought in the civil war with Mr.
acuta mind. He was minister of the twelve years' servitude for complicity stipation.
Schurz
attended the ceremonies and
interior throughout the troublous in the murder of M. Clerc, an engravSHRINERS GATHER IN DALLAS.
from
- there were also representatives
Boulanger epoch, coming in for a er, at Versailles under circumstances
The
10.
thirtyDallas, Texas, May
upthe
of
of
the
heaped
to
toward
those
obloquy
wh;ch
share
similar
somewhat
part
Institute,
Hampton
large
ninth annual conclave of the Nobles
on the government by the impassion- Steinheil case, has been allowed by
of the Schurz Memorial committee's
ever
first
the
of the Mystic Shrine,
fund will be devoted, and
ed supporters of the general. This, special permission of the government
held in the southwest, will be ush $93,000
however, left him quite unperturbed, to marry his sweetheart, Mademois- ered In here tomorrow morning with from Missouri, which sent Mr. Schurz
to the senate after the civil war.
and he acepted his successes with the elle Jeanne Boullcot, before leaving;
religious services In the Scottish Rite
same spirit of calm. On the fateful for the French penal settlement in
will

A

FOREIGN NEWS NOTES
London, May 10. The secret of the
retirement of Sir Percy Girouard
from the imperial service to join the
board of directors of the great shipbuilding firm of Messrs. Armstrong,
Whitworth & Company, is out.
Sir Percy is a Canadian by birth,
and he is about to return to the Dominion to advise on the suitability of
certain Canadian ports for the construction of docks and other engineering works In connection with future shipbuilding. He will also consult with the Dominion ministers in
regard to the dry docks to be built
at Halifax, Quebec and Esquimau, it
is understood that the private tenders
for these docks having proved unsatisfactory, the Canadian government
has decided to build them themselves.
Sir Percy Girouard was born in
Montreal. He joined the Royal Engineers, and making railway construction a specialty, rendered splendid
service to Great Britain in Egypt and
South Africa. He built the railway
which took Kitchener to Khartoum;
reorganized the Egyptian railways,
and when Kitchener went to South
Africa to conclude the South African
war, he immediately sent for the
who became comFrench-Canadiamissioner of railways in the Transvaal and Orange River Colony, rebuilding what had been destroyed
during the war. A few years in Nigeria and East Africa as chief of the
administration of those colonies, and
Sir Percy resigned to go into the shipbuilding business.
His withdrawal from the govern
ment service gave rise to a controversy as to whether the Imperial government paid its servants sufficient
to retain them when big salaries were
offered by private concerns. Many a
man who would have rendered Invaluable service to the country has been
attracted by the salaries offering in
private life, and most ,of the big shipbuilding yards, and other engineering
works are now headed by former officers of the navy and army.
The habit of English newspapers of
dubbing every American who, for any
reason, worthy or otherwise, is considered worth headlines. "An American Millionaire," has at last aroused
a protest from Americans living in
England.
The habit was never better exemthe
plified than in a recent case of
disappearance in London of an American visitor. Every paper in London
and 'most of those in the country
came out with big headlines, in every
one of which the words "American"
and "Millionaire" were conspicuous.
News agencies are constantly sending
out. stories of the adventures of
"American Millionaires" who, upon investigation, prove to be someone
whose name is not known outside his
own home town, and who had in all
probability B.ived for years the few
dollars that enabled him to come over

to

England.

The habit of the English has its
inconveniences for Americans traveling or living In the country. There
are always two prices at the hotels
and other places for the "rich" American and the touring Englishman.
This is what aroused the protest of
an American living in the country.
He prayed the papers to stop It, saying he found his cost of living very
much higher than his English neighbor.

The man who has the greatest
grievance, however, is an Englishman
who has married an American heiress, so called. His name got into a
list of foreigners who had married

Stork and Cupid
Cimditg Plotters
Many New Home will Have a Little
Sunbeam to Brighten it.

There is nsnallv a. certain decree of dread
in every woman's mind as to the probable
eulld-blrtl- i.
pain, distress and danger of
Hut, thanks to a most remarkable remedy
is ban.
fear
all
known as Mother's Friend,
ished and the period is one of unbounded,
joyful anticipation.
Mother's Friend Is used externally.
It
is a most penetrating application, makea
tile muscles of the stomach and abdomen
p. bint so they expand easily and naturally
without pain, without distress and with
none of that peculiar nausea, nervousness
and other symptoms that tend to weaken
the prospective mother.
Thus Cupid and
the stork are held up to veneration; they
are rated as cunning plotters to herald the
coming of a little sunlieam to gladden the
tearta and brighten the homes of a host of
happy families.
There are thousands of women who have
used Mother's Friend, and thus know from
experience that it Is one of our greatest
to healthy, happy mothercontributions
hood. It is sold by all druggists at $1.00
ier bottle, and is especially recommended
es a preventive of caking breasts and ail
other such distresses.
Write to Kradfield Regulator Co., 131
l.amar Bldg., Atlanta, Ga., for their very
Get
valuable, book to expectant mothers.
a bottle of Mother' Friend
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28th of January, General Boulanger
had hardly finished buckling his valise when a zealous detective rushed
breathlessly to. the minister of the
interior. Although it was one o'clock
in the morning, the official insisted
on the minister being awakened and,
when he appeared, blurted out breathlessly:
"General Boulanger Is leaving."
"All right," said M. Constans, coldlyes"But, Your Excellency, he will
Gare
now
at
is
(the
perhaps
cape, he
du Nord."
"Well, what of, it?. You surely
don't expect me to go to the station
and see him off."
So saying, M. Constans turned his
back on the detective and went to
bed.
In spite of this imperturbility, M.
Constans admitted that one man had
succeeded in astonishing nim. Entile
Loubet, afterwards president of the
republic, did this.
"When 1 'left the ministry of the interior," said M. Constans In telling
the story. "I handed over to my successor the key of the safe containing
the secret service money. It was then
the beginning of March and I had a
nice little sum, more than a million,
In bundles of ten thousand francs.
M. Loubet did a thing which I should
not have believed' possible."
Here M. Constans stopped and asked:
"Do you kuow what he did?"
Someone ventured a guess.
"Not at all," resumed M. Constans,

Guyana.

Nollet was married in handcuffs.
Two inspectors accompanied him to
the mayor's office where the ceremony was performed. The inspectors

MRS.

McGiLL
BROKE

the Real Facts In Regard to
Her Case and Tells How She
Suffered.

Gives

Jonesboro, Ark. "I suffered a complete break down in health, some time
ago," writes Mrs. A. McGill, from this
place. "I was very weak and could
not do any work. I tried different
remedies, but they did me no good.
One day, I got a bottle of Cardui. Tt
did me so much, good, I was surprised,
and took some more. '
Before I took; Cardui, I had headache
and backache, and sometimes I would
cry for hours. Now I am over all that,
and can do all kinds of housework. I
think it Is the greatest medicine on
earth."
In the past fifty years, thousands of
ladies have written, like Mrs. McGill,
to tell of the benefit received from
Cardui.
Such testimony, from earnest women,
surely indicates the great value of this
tonic remedy, for diseases peculiar to
women. Are you a sufferer? Yes?
Cardui is the medicine you need.
We urge you to try It.

Garrett
cathedral.
Bishop
preach the sermon. For the next
four days Dallas will bo given over
to the visitors, who with their families and friends are expected to num
ber many thousands. Among xne spe
cial features of entertainment which
the Dallas Shriners will provide for
their brethren will be a grand long- horn barbecue at the fair grounds,
banquets, vaudeville shows and band
concerts. For the visiting ladies
there will be receptions, luncheons
and automobile rides about the city.
A grand tour of Texas will follow the
close of the gathering.
Most Prompt

aid Effectual

Cure for

Bsd Colds.
vtfhon vou have a bald coid you
want a remedy that will not only give
relief, but eftect a prompt aaa
cure, a remedy that Is pleas
ant to take, a remedy that contains
ChamDeriain 8
injurious.
nothing
meets
all these
Remedy
Cough
It acts on nature's plan,
relieves the lungs, aids cxpeotoratsra
opens the secretions and' restores th'
system to a healthy condition. This
remedy has a worm wme saie auu
use, and can always he depended
upon. Sold by all dealers.
A

slight

cold Ir

--

Town

lemon holds possibilities of a slave
'"roup may come on suddendely, bronchitis or pneumonia may
and
troubles
severe
catarrhal
velop

Foley Kidney Pills repay your con
fidence in their he? ling and curative
qualities. Any kidney or bladder disease not beyond the reach of medicine will yield to their use. Mrs. Cor
delia Oopeland, Ardeola, Mo., says, "I
had kidney and bladder trouble for
over a year and 5 bottles of Foley
Kidney Pills cured me." It is the
same story from every one who uses
them. All say, "they cured me," O.
O. Schaefer
and Red Cross Drug
Store.

TO STOP SHIPS' SPEEDING.
New Orleans, La., May 10 Meth
ods to stop vessels from coming up
the Missislppi river at full speed during high water were discussed at a
joint meeting of levee boards here to
day. The wash from ships, especial
ly the larger ocean liners, is a ser
ious menace to the levees during
flood stage and severe measures prob
ably will be authorized In order to
hold the boats to a maximum speed
of eight miles an hour. Even United
States warships were accused of ply
ing the river under full headway. It
was pointed out that the danger had
been increased' greatly with the opening of Southwest Pass, which permits
the entrance of the largest, vessels
into the river.

Sallow complexion Is due to a tor
HERBINE purifies and
consumption are possible results. Fo- pid liver.
N. B. Write In - LaJlfs" Advisory Dept..
Honey and Tar Compound nips strengthens the liver and bowels and
ley's
Medirine Co., Chattanooga. T.nn., for Special
a cold at the outset, cures croup, restores the rosy bloom of health to
and
book, "Home Treataiepi
Womon.''
ent in plain wrapper, on request.
(or
quickly checks a deepscatefl cough, the cheek. Price 50c. Sold by Central Drug Co.
snd heals inflamed membranes.
Chti-nooKf-

Inytnti-tittiui-

l

New York, May 10. The weather of a very- important idea in decoraconditions are by no means favorable tion that has been recognized in ail
for the display of spring styles. Fre ages in the field of art.
When the great Question of the
quent rains and a chilly atmosphere
are apt to put a damper upon the sash and girdle comes up for considmost eager desire to blossom out In eration there is a decided emphasis
the wonderful new creations which placed on crossed lines. The soft
the genius of the fashion designers ribbon, after being wound around the
has wrought for the use of their fair waist, is curved and crossed at any
place that is in need of this note of
patrons and the delight of the
admirers. Yet, after all, there color. The tunic is another part of
are many opportunities to observe the costume which can beu sed1 as an
and study these new creations, either effective place for the crossing of
in the models shown at the more ex- lines. The examples are everywhere
clusive shops and ateliers, or upon noticeable and a leniency is the chief
the persons of the fashionable women characteristic, which promises the
who congregate at various public and right and becoming crossing of lines
for all women.
social functions.
Tailored suits have bolero or etou
Dresses draped, and gowns with
and broad girdles of a conem
or
of
lace
jackets
short
tunics
pretty
broidery, or gracefully draped skirts trasting color. Buttons are much la
simulating pannier effects, are the evidence, and those of porcelain,
most agreeable and interesting models ivory, tortoise shell or enamel are
seen. Lawns and soft muslins, with most favored.
Striped materials are extensively
large or Bmall patterned designs,
either conventional or floral, seek used for street costumes. A Paquln
general approbation. Lace, embroid model of gray and brown ribbed maery and embroidered tulle or net are terial has a modified bolero jacket,
employed as trimmings, the open with revers, collar and cuffs of brown
neck at times ornamented with an and white checkered silk.
Neckwear, guimpes, girdles, hosiery
upstanding Medici collar of lace, net,
or soft illusion tulle completing the and gloves, parasols and shoes are
all painted from the dye pots of the
and charming effect.
cretonnes, par- far East. The woman who loves brilVery pretty
ticularly quaint in design, striped and liant plumage will have no difficulty
flowered, mostly of the Louis Seize In satisfying her taste this season.
Artistic pleats, scarf draperies and
and Dlrectoire periods, form delicious 'little vests or loosely fitting sash girdles aim to consign the Bmall
waistcoats that will be particularly waist to the past and preserve the
graceful natural lines or the figure.
pleasing with the new tailor-mad- e
Silk is more popular than ever, but
suite of plain woolen goods in grays
weaves having rough surfaces like
the
mur-alllof different snades, especially
Green crepe de chine, crepon and tussore
mastic, cr grlssouris.
in many pretty shades, dark or light, are particularly lovely. Rep and Bilk
lettuce, moire are preferred to liberty and
Persian, Empire, cabbage,
tllleuil, or apple, combined at times taffeta silk.
Brocades and silk damasks are uswith biack or brown, make novel costumes when the colors are properly ed extensively by the couturiers to
fashion evening and afternoon, .cosarranged and duly proportioned.
or ruffled skirt, tumes. Small, discreet patterns are
The three-tierewhich Is one of the leading novelties superseded by bold designs which reof the season, will have many follow- semble those used for the damask
andl furniture of
granders when women choose their summer curtains
frocks. This model looks best In the mother's time.
Cotton crepon will be much, used
supple satin or silk, preferably silk,
and the crepe effects will be good during the summer. The manufacalso. This .skirt, with three volants turers have succeeded In obtaining
of equal length but widely different wonderful colorings and weaves in
width, makes a very dashing dress this fabric.
Evening wraps are developed !'
for either a stout or a slim woman.
corded
silk, chiffon or heavily beaded
The' first volant coming from the
or
chiffon.
net
The handsomest modsecond
waist band is quite full, the
less so, and the third, wnicb begins els are draped about the knees and
below or at the knee, only allows one fastened over at the side with a
enough space to step in. So the fleshy single button or ornament.
FLORENCE FAIRBANKS
woman can conceal her largeness with
conand
near
the
by
the ruffle
waist,
trast with that about tno feet, sucTHE LATEST FASHION NOTE
ceed in looking very graduared or Says:
"It is a wise precaution
slim indeed as to size.
against getting holes in delicate hosieThe aim of some of the designers ry to powder the shoes before putting
seems to be, to make the figure large them on." Many people sprinkle the
and round about the hips, and to have famous antiseptic
powder, Alleii's
,
the outline come to almost nothing
into the shoes, and find
at the knees. Some dresses just fin- that it saves its cost ten times over
ished, show that result, and as the in keeping holes from hosiery as well
effect is considered quite successful, as lessening friction and consequent
it is quite probable that this innova- smarting and aching of the feet.
tion will eventually bring about a
The spring months often find a
change in the present silhouette, the
ivoman tired out, with pain in back,
straight up and down figure.
When the matter of line is consid- hips and head, nervous and sleepless.
ered, the Important question of mak- Foiep Kidney Pills will quickly prove
ing the most of one's beauty resolves their worth and value as a healer of
itself Into the right crossing of lines. all kidney and bladder ailments and
The skirt is an excellent means of irregularities.
They are a splendid
exploiting this idea, for it shows drap-- ! remedy for rheumatism, clearing the-ery in every possible variation of the uric acid from the joints and system.
crossed line. One of the most notice- Try them. O. G. Schaefer and Red
able and artistic trimmings is shown Cross Drug Store.
In an overskirt of chiffon, which Is
NEW HEAD OF BENEDICTINES.
applied in crossed lines over a foun
dation of charmeuse. Straight widths
Rome, May 10. Eighty abbots of
'of thechtffpn areattached to the back the Benedictine order, including sevof the skirt, then crossed and curved eral from the United States, assemaround the hips and, after being bled In Rome today in order to elect
crossed in front, the ends disappear a new abbot general who will have
beneath the girdle.
the direction of the affairs of the
On the bodice the crossed lines order throughout
the world. The
have unlimited possibilities. The Benedictines form one of the oldest
front fastening affords great oppor- of(religious associations. The order
tunity for ringing the changes on the was founded early in the sixth cenfirst idea. The surplice effects lend tury by St. Benedictine, who Introthemselves to many different ways duced monastic life into western Eueffect. Long, rope. No religious order has been
of giving a crossed-lin- e
straight revers are added to the front so remarkable for extent, wealth and
and if of a contrasting color will em. men of note and learning as the
phaslze the fashionable line. Pipings, Benedictines. The order is said to
bands of Bulgarian embroidery, bead have 40 popes, 200 cardinals and seving, frills of lace and any application eral thousand archbishops and bishof color will give accent to the good ops. Numerous emperors and kings
idea.
of long ago also belonged to the orOn the crossed fronts of the major der. The Benedictines have never
trimming taken a prominent, part in politics,
ity of blouses a
is generally the rule. There will be but have produced many literary
a row of buttons on one side, a row works.
of either simulate buttonholes or
bound buttonholes balancing on the
A man living at Auburn, New York,
other side. Ribbon velvet can be had a severe attack of kldi
passed through slots down one side, bladder trouble. Being a wo'l-inewhile an entirely different decoration man, net wanting to lore timp. ti
can be carried out on the opposite cured himself completely by
side. Then, again, a band of hand Foley Kidney pills, A jt ir I
embroidery will form a side decora- says: "It is a pleasure to 7
tion down one edge of the front with the cure was permanent."
IT;o
r
a blank space on the other sidu. is J. A. Farmer. O. G
n
These are just a few of the variations Red Cross Drug Slore.
lat-ter- s'

old-tim- e

e,
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one-side-
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Sororsis Club Chooses
Officer for New Year
,
Quite the cleverest stunt ever given
Entered at the postoffice at East lor the edification of Sorosis.was the
Ims Vegas, New Mexico, tor trans- mock trial prepared by the program
mission through the United States committee last McSfidayj at tM,r home
malls as second class matter.
Mrs. Charles
j of Mrs. E. C. Anderson.
A. Bruce as the prosecuting ttftorney
versatile
proved a resourceful and
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
lawyer whose skill in .i bringing out
Dally, by Carrier
? 05 damaging
testimony was nothing
1'er Copy
Mr K. St.. Lar- .15 short of wonderful.
One week
65 kin made an able counsel for the de
One Month
7.5C fense.
She particularly, showed markOne Year
Her
ed
Mall
ability as a
Daily, by
the house"
?S.U0 exhibits "brought down
One Year
3.00 and the summing up of the case was
Six Month- sbrilliant. The rebuttal by. Sirs. Bruce
was extremely clever and full of re
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
partee.
GROWER
The prisoners were Mrs. E. C. An
$2.00
One Year
derson and Mrs. J. H. York. Witness- ?1.00
Six Months
were Mrs.
ess for the prosecution,
Mrs.
Read,
Mrs.
Roberts,
Higgins,
Mrs.
Mead,
Mrs
Mrs.
Lively,
Fugate,
(Cash in Advance for Mail SubscripMrs. Schirmer and Miss Emma Adlon.
tions.)
Remit by draft, check or money or. This testimonies were original and
der. If sent otherwise we will not extremely ludicrous.
Witnesses for the defense were Dr.
be responsible for loss.
Alice
Rice, Mrs. Durham, Mrs. North- Specimen copies free on
rup and Mental Expert Mrs. Stephen
Powers, whose testimonies wore amusing and greatly enjoyed.
ALL PAPERS DISCONTINUED AT
The judge, Mrs. Norman Skinner,
THE EXPIRATION OF TIME
Mrs.
found the defendants guilty.
PAID FOR
Leon Durham acted as clerk of the
court. Dr. Alice Rice as sheriff and
Advertisers are guaranteed the Mrs. C. H. Schirmer as bailiff.
The following officers for the
largest daily and weekly circulation
of any newspaper In northern New
year were elected at this meeting:
Mexico.
President, Mrs. John ,11. York; vice
piesident, Mrs. R..R. Larkin; recordinjf secretary, Mrs. Leon Durham; cor
TELEPHONES
secretary, Mrs. Ivo W.
Main 4 responding
lU'SINESS OFFICE.
Miss Emma Adlon.
treasurer,
Mam 9 Lively;
NEWS DEPARTMENT
At the conclusion of the afternoon's
program Mrs. Bruce as hostess served
a
delicious course lunch to the mem1913.
MAY
1ft,
SATURDAY,
bers and a number of guests who were
piesent.
Those present were Mrs. A.'D. HigBE BACA INTERVIEWS
gins, Mrs. C. A. Bruce, Mrs. Leon Durham, Mrs. Norman Skinner, Mrs. R. R.
ANOTHER STATESMAN Larkin, Mrs. H. J. Reed, Mrs. Lester
Sands, Mrs. Frank H. H. Roberts, Mrs.
C. H. Schirmer,
Mrs. W. J. Fugate,

V
V'S

'

.
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EDITOR OF LA VOZ
QUESTIONS
LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR FOR
THE DEMOCRAT

SATURDAY, MAY 10, 1913.

Miss Mina Pochel, Miss Agnes Brine- gar, Miss Josephine Young, Miss
Louise .Trahey,,. Miss Grace; Elliot,
Miss Lucy Floyd, Miss Lucy Clement,
Miss Marie Clement,
Miss Pauline
Jaramillo, Miss Fabiola C de Baca,
Mae .Culberson, Miss
Miss Willie
Phoebe Russell, Miss Rachael Livingston, Miss Aurora Lucero, Miss Rose
Kellogg, Miss Merle Skaggs, Mrs. Kate
Livingston, Miss May Ross, Dr. and
Mrs. Frank H. H.- Roberts,. Mr. Frank
Culbertson,
Mr; Omar Barker,. Mr.
Clare Koogler, Mr. LeRoy Brown, Mr.
Solomon Gallegos, Mr. Manuel Sanchez, Mr. Chesley Thomason, Mr. Pryor Timmons and Mr. Howard Petersen.

this is the famous
HOTPOINT glacHron

Normal Freshmen
Hosts to Eighth
Last night at the N'.mai the F.esh
men of U13 acarieml- course entorliin-ein honor of the Incoming class,
the eighth grade. Games furnished

evince un interest in weddings. June
always brings to a happy consummation many love affairs. Preparations
are now being made for two June
weddings which will be of unusual in- the amusement for the evening and
terest to Las Vegas people.
delicious refreshments were served.
Sometime during next month Miss The guests and members of the class
Ada Springer, daughter of Mr. and
entertaining: Guests of honor (electMrs. Frank Springer, will be united ed
by class) The Honorable Antoin marriage to Dr. Warren B. Davis nio Lucero, secretary of state; Sec
of Philadelphia. The wedding will
retary Phil H. LeNoir, Y. M. C. A.;
occur at the Springer residence on the Honorable R, J. Taupert, mayor,
Sixth street. It. is understood the Las Vegas. Students: Miss Wil-mwedding will be an elaborate home af
Anderson, Mlsa Olive Anderson,
fair. Though she has traveled abroad Miss Mary Brecn, Miss Ruth Brown,
and has spent much of the time away Miss Florence Baker, Miss Ethel De
from Las Vegas during the past sevGraftenreid, Miss Helen Elliott, Miss
eral years, Miss Springer has a host Julian Graubarth,
Miss Mercedes
of friends here. She is an accom- Hays, Miss Garner Hess, Miss Florplished and popular young woman. ence Kier, Miss Alicia Lujan, Miss
,
Dr. Davis is a prominent physician of
Miss Rosario Lucero,
the City of Brotherly Love.
Miss Faith Real, Miss Ethel Wilson,
Another June wedding will be that Miss Anna Nolan, Miss Rose Condon,
of Miss Rachael Dunbar Ward and Miss Beatrice Standish, Miss MargaL. H. Peterson of Denver, which will
ret C. de Baca, Miss Nina Shoemaker,
occur the latter part of the month. Miss Mildred Stewart, Miss Mildred
Miss Ward is a Las Vegas girl, havPotter, Miss Vernece Rhodes, Miss
ing been bom here and reared In Clara Moen, Miss Agnes Lopez, Mr.
this city. She- is a graduate of the Clarence Gerard, Mr. Frank Brady,
New Mexico Normal University and Mr. Bernardino Trujillo, Mr. Russell
Mr.
is a successful teacher. She is the
Linberg, Mr. Charles Comstock,
Mr. Paul
daughter of Mrs. J. H. Ward, an old Presentacion Mortimore,
resident of Las Vegas. Mr. Peterson Marsel'ie, Mr. Owen Moen, Mr. ArIs well known here, having visited lri thur
Rogers, Mr. Carlos Spiess.
-

The iron others imitate.

d

The ideal iron!
irons-t- hat
took hours to heat,
of
task
tiresome
laboring in a stuffy,
No
tfc
more
sweating,
only to cool too quickly.
after-fatiguy
and its
stifling kitchen. No mere the dre?4 of ironing-da-

-- No more cldtime, stoveheated, smudgy sad

-- Now women iron the HOTPOINT way. Take their work out in the shade

a

Attach to any lamp socket and begin to iron.

of the porch or a cool anteroom.

guaranteed ten years!

-- Element

Three-fifty- .

Six pound iron,

Myrle-Lewis-

Las Vegas frequently. He is engaged
in work in railroad offices in Denver. The couple have not yet decided
whether to have a church wedding of
a quiet home affair.
It is expected that sesveral other
during next
weddings will occur
month, though several engaged couples, when questioned by the society
editor in regard to the possibility ol
a June wedding, said they were no;
ready to make any announcements.
4 4 4

Miss Ida Laird to
Wed Mayor Taupert.
As everybody knows, it is a hard
task to keep a secret in Las Vegas.
There are those who have tried and
few have succeeded.
Among the lat
ter are the mayor of the city and the
charming young woman whom he is
to wed sometime this year the date
is still a secret. When Mr. Robert
J. Taupert secured the consent of
Miss Ida Mae Laird to become his
wife, they decided they would keep
the secret to themselves until they
were ready to announce it which
they had a perfect right to do.
One day, however, a visitor at the
Laird home, who dropped in to make
an informal call, espied a beautiful

Emma Adlon, Mrs. Rufus Mead,
Alice Rice, Mrs. I. W. Lively,
F. O. Blood, Mrs. Stephen PowMrs. Reyburg, Mrs. Mabel Hall,
'
Lieuhiiiuiit Governor E. C. de Baca .Mrs. H. M. Northrup, Mrs. J. H. York,
interviewed himself this week for the Mrs. C. G. Anderson and Mrs. E. C.
Las Vegas Democrat, taking as his Anderson.
Miss
Mrs.
Mrs.
ers,

Mrs. Lyon Hostess
tc her Whist Club
The Monday Afternoon Whist club
met this week with Mrs. F. M. Lyon.
A delightful afternoon was spent by
the ladies present, after which delicious refreshments were served by
the hostess. Those present were Mrs.
Marshall Turner, Mrs. ('. H. Baily,
Mrs. 15. T. Mills. Mrs. C. H. Gibson,
Strick-faddoMrs. II." Van Petten, Mrs. lien
Mrs. R. K. McClanahan ond
Mrs. F. M. Lyon.- Tomorrow

Is

Mother's Day.
In accordance with a general custom, in vogue throughout the entire
United States, tomorrow will be observed as Mother's Day. Every man
subject the recent disturbance at the
and boy whose mother Is among the
.New Mexico Hospital for the Insane,
will wear a pink carnation upon
Picnity Party
living
i which he is a trustee, .'ir do Baca to
of
coat
his
Baldy
Top
lapel to show his devotion
"was quite at ease, while veins interA large number of the
Vegas
her. Every man whose
for
love
and
y
other person young people left early this morning
viewed, as would
has
mother
passed to her reward will
of statewide importance. He "smiled lor El Porvenir, where they spent the
wear a white carnation to show that
pleasantly", and did all the other day climbing the famous .Mount Baldy,
his love for her is still living. Mothihings that persons who enjoy being The partjr arrived at El Porvenir at
ers 'living will receive letters from
interviewed usually do-- in popular no- L;out 10 o'clock this morning and
their absent sons and especial cour
vels. Then he gave his version of the started
climb
the
to
big
tesies from those at home. Mother's
immediately
recent discharge by Superintendent
Is
carried his own
nftrso
Day is a beautiful custom; and it
Mills of the asylum clerk, to the effect lunch and
observed.
a
be
should
had
delightful solitaire engagement ring adorning
that It
everybody
that that official was discharged be- time. At 2 o'clock this afternoon sun- the hand of Miss Ida. Alter that rum- right
cause he resented the refusal of the
light flashes were made by the party ors of her' engagement to Mr. Taup- Dorothy Wertz has
superintendent to allow his wife, a from the top of the mountain to the ert were heard frequently. Miss Laird a Birthday Party
former employe of the institution, to Y. M. C. A. building and were returned. and Mr. Taupert, when they saw their
A number of Miss Dorothy Wertz's
dance with her own son at a dance The young people, although experienc- secret had been discovered, told some friends were summoned on last Thurs-,- j
iven for the inmates.
the of their close friends of their engage- day afternoon to assist in celebrating
ing some trouble in climbing
This story, though purporting to be mountain, were rewarded when they ment, and received congratulations. her fifth birthday. An automobile ride
a correction, is practically that which reached the top, as the view from After much coaxing on the part of furnished entertainment for the young
appeared in The Optic several days that elevation is one of the most beau- - The Optic's society editor, the cou- folk and delicious refreshments, servafago, though Mr. de Baca, with a view ful in the entire Rocky Mountain
ple consented, to allow the engage- ed by Mrs.' Carl Wertz, closed the
to the artistic, threw In a number of
ment to be announced through these ternoon. Those present were Misses
ide chapters. Mr, de Baca declared
The trip to El Torvenir was made columns.
Lauline Whitmore, Martha Raynolds,
that discipline at the asylum is nearly in buggies, though a number went on
Miss I.aird is one of Las Vegas' Mary Hunker, Eleanor Westerman,
..
perfect, and fewer patients had escap- horses.
prettiest and most capaDle young Maxine Hereford, Ileen Southard, Dored tinder the democratic administraMrs. Hallett Raynoldsand Mrs. Kate women.
She has resided in Las Ve- othy Schann, Ruth Powers, Coy Powtion than in any other previous year. Livingston chaperofibd the party. gas for several years. Aside from be. ers, Martha Powers, Masters Melvern
Then lie smiled again and why Among those who" went were: Miss Ing a most successful business man, Dice, Dean Stapp, Davis Stapp, Michel
shouldn't be? Truly Mr. de Baca is a Lola Hixenbaugh, Misi Rachael Liv- Mr. Taupert takes an interest in the Pes Marais, Leroy Whitmore and Bilmaster at the art of interviewing great ingston, Miss Aurora" Lucero, Miss Lu- welfare of the city, having been elect- ly Southard.
men; especially himself.
V V 4
cy Clement; Miss Marie Clement, Miss ed mayor a year ago.
The wedding, it is understood, will There will be Music
Mary Hays, Miss Josephine Young,
Sadie occur at the old home of the bride in at El Porvenir Sunday
Miss Louise Jaramillo;1 Miss
WILL RENEW TREATY.
Miss Missouri.
Bertha
Miss
Hixenbaugh,
The well known ladies' quartette
Fooker,
,
Washington, May 10. Secretary
Miss Phoebe Russell
(4
.Johnson,
Lorna
of Mrs- Mabel Halt, Mrs.
composed
Bryan said today that while the Brit- Miss Vivian
Miss
Rose
Mrs. John Koogler and
Hedgcoek,
Seniors
Prentice,
formal
Roy
ish government had not been directMiss
Miss
Anna
will spend to
M.
Ceorge,
a
Mre.:
Kellogg,
If.
,,
Northrup
party
ly, asked to renew . the arbitration He
Miss Tlllie Ehrick, Miss v ja.-s- t night the Seniors of (lie New morrow at EI Porvenir. During the
Aokerman,
treaty which expires by limitation in T.dulwe
Trahey, Miss Lucy Floyd", Miss Atevico Normal University who reside afternoon the ladies will give a concert
Juii, te expected it would effectually Sylvia Pochel,
Miss MljwjRuiel, Miss at La Casa de Ramona. assisted by to the guests of the hotel. This quarto
it.
time
la
renewed
to
preserve
the
Miss Lorraine Txiw-r- Mrs. Mabel Hall, entertained in honor tette has grown popular amon
Agnes
Rrinegar,
Last January former Secretary Knox
Miss Lela Brown,
Mrs., Hallett of Ihe ether members of the class of different social organizations of the
to
invited Great Britain
exchange
Mrs. Kate' Livingston, Mr.; j 913,
ijne party was given at the city and is considered one of the bent
ratifications of the Taft peace treaty, RaynoWs,
Mr. OmariBatker, Mr. jpll0t0jlay theater, after which
the in state. The quartette is composed
Clare
Koogler,
In
which were substantially amended
Frank Culbertson, Mr. Francis T. Kel class was served delicious refresh- of some of the best talent, in Las Veremains
this
offer
and
yet
Ihe senate,
ly, Mr. Pryor Timmdns'Mr. 'Joiin Reed ments at Potter's. A long table was gas and has given a number of conopen. An exchange of ratifications Mr.
Sketchley Moore, Mr. Frank Con- prepared in the center of the refresh- certs during the past few months.
at that treaty would virtually be a re.
Mr. Carl Ehrick, t, Mr. Edmundo ment hall, which was decorated in the Mrs. O'Malley is the accompanist for
don,
newal of the expiring one.
Sena, Mr. Chesley1 Thomason, Mr. Normal colors. Violets' and other pret- the quartette.
v
Howard Petersen, Mr. Volney Paulson, ty flowers also were used for the deco4
"'BANDIT" WEBB ON TRIAL.
Mr. Frank-Robert- rations. Several toasts were given dur- Interesting Musical
Theodore
Mr.
Skinner,
Chicago, LI., May 10 Robert Webb,
Mr. Carlyrde Potter, Mr. Rob- ing the evening. Those who responded Events Scheduled.
leader of the gang of motor bandits
ert Hart, Mr. Earl Murphy, Mr. Ed- were Dr. Frank II. H. Roberts, Mrs.
Two interesting musical events are
which terrorized Chicago for many
ward Meloney and Mr. John C. Baker. Frank H. II. Roberts, Miss May Ross, scheduled to take place at the Noron
trial
is to be placed
again
4 4 4
Mrs. Kate Livingston, Mrs. Mabel mal University in tha invmedate fuMonday for the alleged murder of
Hall, Mr. Clare Koogler and Mr. Solo- ture. The first is a Tannehauser
Detective peter Hart, who was shot Several Weddings to
which will be given on the evenmon Gajlcgos.
and tilled while attempting to arrest Occur In June.
the
members
and
of
The
of
guests
the
May 19. Mrs. Mabel Hall and
near
of
With
ing
r
the
approach
the ieivb-- of the aiis. In the first
were
Miss
Mary Hays, Miss May Ross of the Normal faculty
tvl-.month of June, society begins to class present
of l he :!- the jury disagreed.
be-an-

-

'

-

HighHOTPOINT irons have a heavy metal soleplate that is
that prevents overheating of
ly polished bottom and sides. Asbestos
detachable plug with eight points of
top and forces heat back to bottom. Easily
Cool, well shaped handle. Atcontact. Wire connections securely
tached stand that saves all lifting. ,
An electric iron that's unequalled 6 lb. style $3.50; 3 lb., 3.00.
non-warpin- g.

heat-deflect-

cable-clampe-

LAS VEGAS LIGHT & POWER

COflPANY

of the program,
will have charge
which is expected to be highly interreesting. The second event is the
on
the evening of
cital to be given
Miss Margueof
22
the
pupils
by
May
rite Cluxton, head of the department
of instrumental music at the school,
liiss Cluxton has about 30 pupils,
some of them far advanced in music,

a

diand their recital doubtless will be those against wrom warrants were
mennot
been
have
hitherto
rected
entertaining to a high degree.
tioned in connection with
white slavery investigation, although
SEEKING FIVE MEN.
Ios Angeles, Cab, May 10. With It was stated officially that the new
warrants charging offenses against complaints, probably would be brought
beEileen Baust and Pearl Peterson, min- to the attention of the grand jury
of
the
topresent
the
fore
a
search
completion
instituted
ors, the police
day for five young men. The names of

SATURDAY NIGHT AND MONDAY

AT
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EBACHARACH'S

few specials that talk. The values speak for themselves. We quote
do as we advertise. If you care to
these prices just to advertise and-W- e
save money read every word in this advertisement.
A

Saturday Night Specials, 7 to
49c

$1.00

and

$1.25 WASn SILKS

BLOUSES

Em-

$1.19 Stamped

broidery Combination
and Gowns . . . . y.

Summer

Suits
.

10

ay

$1.23 and $1.50 MIDDY

65c Stamped Embroidery Pillow

Cases, each

9-M-

.

(One to each customer)

79o

.

65c Stamped Embroidery Corset
Covers, each

Per Yard

FIRST COMERS
-

36

(

All Sizes, at

FIRST SERVED

Silks,

Inches Wide, New Stripes

Made of Best Galatea Cloth

49o

Wash

SOc

(:- -

08c

-

-

Bargains-A- ll

Monday

Sal-Giv- e

Day May 12

5Cp

Union Suits for Women,; fine Gauze
Lisle, Low Neck Knee Length
jgg

25c

25c

Gauze Lisle Sleeveless
for women

2oc

Under-vest-

s

Long Sewed Cotton Under
vests for Women

I9c

26c

Children's Iron Clad Hose No.
per

Women's Lisle Thread Hose,

o neida Brand, per pair

CKp Heavy

19c

pir

Sillc Sox

for Men, extra

serviceable, per pair-

-

I9c
jgg

(

s,

re-cit- y

Journal
Patterns

Store of Quality"

'The

LadiesIIome
in

U v.

Vi.-

u 6

Opposite

C ,4

Gastancda

i

&,

('

-

lit--

E.LasVcgas

.

Hotel

A
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PERSONALS

BOTH BOXERS
TRAIN

USIM

Full Assortment of

BLOUSES

MIDDY

Norfolk styles with Patent
Leather Belts,Tennis style,
Sailor style, with white,
red and blue collars. Also
various other styles at

Hoffman
AsentM

&

Graubarth

for the NEW IDEA 10c Pillcrns

PHONE MAIN 104

N EWS FR0lHE SCjiOJjL S
Normal Notes

Wednesday the Philomathean Literary society held its last meeting for
the present school year. The following program was given:
Paper, "The California Situation,"
by Theodore Skinner; music, "The
Bridal Chorus," by Philomathean Double Quartete, composed of the following persons: Sopranos, Edna Gerard and Marie Clement; altos, Lucy
Clement and Sadie Tooker; tenors,
LeRoy Brown and Omar Barker; bassos, Pryor Timmons and Chesley Thompson; "An Autobiography," by Pryor Timmons; "Newsy Notes" by Gladys Carroon; Critic's Report, by
R.
Corneil. The society
G.
elected Sadie Tooker as president pro
tempore for the following year. The
society informally adjourned and Dr.
Roberts talked a few minutes about
commencement plans. Everything is
Pro-less-

i

10

PERIL

Has Begun to

y

Austria-Hungar-

o

1

W. B. Storey, vice president of the
Santa Fe Railway company, and J.
M. Kurn, general superintendent of
the western lines of that road, passed
trhough this afternoon on train No.
1 on their way to Albuquerque
and
other places south. ..

students have
filtered the various branches of the
school and will remain here during
the summer term. Among those who
"nave entered in the last few weeks
are: Mrs. Kate Livingston, Rachael
Livingston, Maude Abbott, and Evernumber

of new

The following notice appeared on
the bulletin board
yesterday:
'
NOTICE!
Every Senior is requested to have
his head shaved before Saturday the
17th. By order of the committee 'on

stylos.
It Is not known of whom, the committee ' on styles is composed, hut
donfotldss the order will be obeyed.
Saturday morning at 5:30 o'clock
an expedition under the leadership
of Professor Baker and his physical
geography class started out to climb
"Old Baldy."
The crowd went as
far as El Porvenir In buggies and
hacks and mounted the mountain on
foot and on horseback.
There are
between 35 and 40 people In the party
and a yreat time was anticipated.
Beginning next Monday, the students who carry the heavier parts in
the class play will be relieved of their
school duties from 2:15 p. m. for the
the rest of the day in order to practice. This is a concession on the part

of the faculty which guarantees an
excellent presentation of the play and
also shows that we have teachers who
;ire boosters not knockers.

Genuine
Nourishment

Are combined in
i

Grape-Nut- s

FOOD

;

Contains all the rich nutrition of wheat and barky-inclu- ding
the natural grain
phosphates so essential to the
of bright
proper
brains and steady nerves.
up-kee- p

A dish of Grape-Nutand
cream is the regular morning-custoin thousands upon
thousands of homes where
health and comfort are valued.
s

"There's

a

Reason"

for

Grape Nuts

i

OBSERVING MEMORIAL DAY.

Charlotte, N. C, May 10. Throughout North and South Carolina today
was set apart for the annual observance of Memorial day. In, all the
cities and towns of the two states
business was largely suspended,
while the day was given over to patriotic exercises and the decoration
of the graves of the Confederate dead.

At Topeka

Des Moines, 4; Topeka,

At Wichita

Wichita, 3; St. Joseph,
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STANDING OF CLUBS
National League
Club
Wi.n Lost
11
0
hilndelphia

Brooklyn
Chicago
St. Louis
New York

13
M
13
13

Pittsburgh

10

Boston

'

s

8

Cincinnati

.

...i

Philadelphia
S4.

1

9

G

In

$25,000,000

y

that the hitherto maintained European
is being seriously disequilibrium
turbed and that complications are
bound to arise from this which may
threaten the world.
Meanwhile the aged Emperor Francis Joseph, although on the verge of
eighty-three- ,
is keeping his health. But
he has to be mighty careful, avoiding
risks of every sort. He looks stronger
than he is; with rosy cheeks and nearly straight back.
Francis Ferdinand, the heir to the
throne, has been here at the chateau
Belvedere for most of the winter. He
is a man who loves the army and despises the navy, which he looks' upon
as "nonsense" from the Austrian
point of view. He ia very devoted to
his "morganatic" wife, the duchess
Sophie of Hohenberg, and to their

Ma
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.273
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Washington
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Chicago
St. Louis
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.667
.600
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13

All
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If
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4

H

.200

Wcti'.rn
granted it by
Club
American
financiers
practically on Denver
terms of their own.
St. Joseph
The enlargement of the German
Lincoln
In
which
a
is
matter
Btanding army
Omaha
the allied power of Austria-Hungarfeels the deepest interest. The Aus- Des Moines
trian press devotes as much epace to Topeka
its discussion as to Its own national Sioux City
affairs.
It is not true, as a French Wichita
paper stated, that Germany's peace
small loan of
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BASEBALL

NOTES.

4

'.wu

July at'8990, a net gain of
July corn opened a shade higher at
56
and sold up an eighth of a cent.
The close was steady, with July
net higher at 56.
higher afc
July oats began
35
and later touched
Moderate offerings and a slackness
of demand were features of the opening In provisions. July products
for pork; $10.75
started at $19.22
for
for lard and $10.95 to $10.97
The opening range was un
rjibs.
changed to 5 cents lower.
The closing quotations were:
Wheat, May 89; July Sd; Sep
tember 89.
Corn, May 55; July 56; Septem-Julber 578.

Some of our noted baseball experts
declare that the Athletics are lucky.
Sure they are iu'eky.' All good ball
teams are lucky.
Ralph Glaze, the old Dartmouth
pitcher and later with the Boston
Americans, is now managing the
Beaumont team in the Texas league.
If the annual baseball series between Harvard and Yale is a tie the
odd bame will be played on Ebbet's
field, Brooklyn, June 21.
It looks as if the team that Hugh
Duffy has placed In Portland will be
Oats, May 36;
able to do Its share in making1 a hot
35; Septem- ber
race in the New England' league.
35,
Pork, May $19.25; July $19.22;
Washington has a great outfie'.a
this season, Milan, Moeller and September $19.02.
Lard, May $10.87; July $10.75;
Shanks form a, trio of gradeners that
can hold its own with the best of September $10.80.
Ribs, May $11.40; July $10.95; Septhem.
From all accounts "Chance Day" at tember $10.85.
Chicago, May 17, in honor of the forKANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
mer Cubs' boss, will be the last word
Kansas City, May 10. Market fair
in the "welccr.ie to our soap factory"
to good. Native steers $7. 358; westthing.
Evidently the Newport News, Vir- ern steers $78.35; stockers and
ginia, team intends to open the regu- feeders $6.50S; southern steers $6
7.55; southern cows $4.507.25;
lar season some time at a later date.
cows $4.507.50; native heifNative
the
lost
ten
of
first
the
They
games
ers $6.508.35;'
bulls $5.757.25;
season.
claves
$6.5010.
alIf the National league schedule
Hogs, receipts 1,700. Market stealowed the Cubs to play tne Reds every day, Johnny Evers would still be dy. Bulk of sales $7.258.3G; heavy
sad, because he is unable to play $S.208.25; packers and butchers
$8.258.32; lights $8.258.35;
against the Highlanders.
Professor E. M, Lewis, acting pres- pigs $6.507.50.
Sheep, receipts 2,000, Market steaident Of the Massachusetts Agricultural college, is a tornier major lea dy. Colorado lambs $6.508.40; yeargue pitcher. He was a member of lings $C7.25; wethers $3.256.50;
. the Boston
champions of '97 and '98. stockers and feeders $3.505.50.
Outfielder Mann, recently purchasNEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
ed by the Boston Braves :rom BuffaNew York, May 10. The stock, marlo, is showing the real big league
stuff. His batting and fielding has ket closed easy. Dealings on the long
side of the market were hampered by
been quite a help to the Braves.
The Detroit pitchers have been continuation of the liquidation of Inforced to live a miserable iife on the vestment stocks. Speculation lacked
field of battle this season. Even the support of London buying, owing
Mons. Dubuc hasi been slammed and to the holidays abroad. Bear traders
directed their efforts against the coal
likewise walloped to a
Pitcher Cy Falkenberg, of the Naps ers, on account of Washington reports
has a new alibi. In a recent game of the government's Intention to inManager Birmingham asked Cy the stitute new proceedings against
of the anthracite carriers, and
reason for so much wildness. "I'll tell
were
successful in establishing mateconfidentyou," replied Falkenuerg
ially, "I let them get on so that I rially lower levels for these Issues.
The general run of active stocks, in
could warm throwing to first."
For several years past the Cleve the face of these influences, made a
although the
land Naps have curled np and with- fairly good showing,
ered after making a real fight for the trend was mildly downwards. Busipennant. But Manager Birmingham ness was of insignificant proportions.
says the old doings of the Naps are and numerous sha"es which often are
off and says they will "turkey trot" fcctive were not t:aded in. BoaJs wero
steady.
up yonder and stick there.
The last sales were;
Amalgamated Copper .
7;
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
HO?
Pugar
,'
Chicago, May 10. Week-enAtchison
V2
by shorts gave strength to Northern Pacific .. ..
314
wheat today In the deferred mouths. Reading
ico
lower to
Opening prices were
Southern Pacific
95
higher.
July started Unchanged I'nion Pacific
liSy2
to
to
and went to United States Steel
up at 89
59
The 'close was firm with United States Steel, pfd
105

35.

y

...

Pet.

American League
Club

footing will soon show 865,000 men
770,000 is the figure,
The explanation of these unusual
measures lies in the fact that Emperor
RELEASED FOR FUNERAL.
William and those near him' believe
. Leavenworth, Kan., May 10
On a
the rise of tho Balkan powers means
special permit, granted by Attorney a further strengthening of the Triple
General McReynolds,
Mrs. Emma Entente, since Bulgaria, Servia and
Goff, a federa'i prisoner serving a Greece gravitate toward Ruseia and
three years' sentence in the Kansas heT two allies, and that by the fact

state prison at Lansing, departed today in charge of a woman guard to
attend the funeral of her husband in
Naco, Ariz. 'Word of her "husband's
s
death was received yesterday.

St, Lous, 7; Philadel-

Western League
I

OFFICI3KS

. . .
John W. Harris, President
Geo. H. Hunker, Vice President
Cleofes Romero, Vice President
'
Ivo W. Lively, Assistant Secretary ;
Cecilio Rosenwald, Secretary
Sigmund Nahm, Cleofes Romero, Chaa. Danzlger, Daniel Cassidy, D. L. Batchelor, elements Padilla, Jose
A. Baca, Cecilio Rosenwald, John W. Harris, Geo. E. Morrison, Elmer E. Veeder, Jose Felix Esquibel,
J. E. Brown, Bernhardt Appel, George H. Hunker. "

At St. Louis
phia, 3,

in

Pleasant Taste

$111,000
. . .

n

A

TRUST CO.

.

Capital

y

of boys who attend his Sunday school

wit-nes-

THE PEOPLES BANK

Vienna. As a tangible proof of the
fact that all danger of a war between
Austria-Hungarand Russia is past, I
will mention that during the last few
days reports have reached me direct
from Galicla that demobilization has
already begun on the Austrian Bide,
and that several trainloads of discharged reservists have arrived in
TODAY'S BASEBALL
Lemberg from the frontier districts.
Such incidents, palpable as they are, i
speak a language which none can fail
to understand, says a correspondent.
National League.
I can personally testify to this; that
at New York;, clear.
Chicago
the
people, in their
at Philadelphia; clear.
Pittsburg
overwhelming majority, deeply long
Cincinnati at Brooklyn; clear.
for peace and the
of
St. Louis at Boston; clear.
normal relations with their huge eastern neighbor. Excepted from this are
American League.
only small circles made up, above all,
Washington at Chicago; clear.
of the army, with a sprinkling of men
New York at Detroit; clrsar.
holding office at court. One of these
Philadelphia at St.' Louis; cloudy.
"I
me
other
it
to
said
think
the
day:
Boston at Cleveland; clear.
would have been better for us to fight
American Association.
Russia. Our army and the German
Louisville at Indianapolis; clear.
army are in better trim and fighting
humor than they may ever be again,
Columbu3 Pt Toledo; clear.
and together, we could have made an
St. Paul at Milwaukee ; clear.
end of all danger for the future. GerMinneapolis at Kansas City; rain.
many could have taken Champaigne
Western League.
heso
her
from France and
crippled
Des Moines at Wichita; cloudy.
reditary enemy for all time."
Sioux City at Lincoln; rain.
Such expressions, however, are few
and far between, and they come from
Omaha at Denver; clear.
irresponsible hotspurs. The Austrian
St. Joseph at Topeka; rain.
press has lamented for months over
BASEBALL
YESTERDAY'S
the hardships and financial losses
National
League
of
this
about
army
huge
by
brought
At New York Cincinnati, 3; New
1,300,000 kept In readiness at her frontiers.
York, 1.
As soon as things quiet down once
At Brooklyn
Brooklyn, 7; Chicago,
more there also comes the question of 5.
has
This
monarchy
paying the piper.
At Boston Boston, 5; Pittsburgh, 4.
incurred, in indulging in t'je luxury o
At Philadelphia Philadelphia,
3;
getting and keeping ready for war
with Russia, extra expenses, outside of St. Louis 1.
American League
her regular ones, i. e., those authorized
At Detroit New York, 9; Detroit, 0
by her" parliaments, amounting to over
400,000,000 kronen, and not a penny
At Cleveland
Boston, 3; Cleveland,
of this is yet paid for. With that the 1.
finances of the dual monarchy are in
At Chicago Chicago, 6; Washingprecarious shape, as was evidenced,
not long ago on the occasion of the ton, 1.
Austro-Hungaria-

fi

WE INVITE YOUR. ACCOUNT

Danger of Conflict With Russia Is
Eliminated for the Present Stand-- ,
ing Army Has Incurred Heavy
Expense to Government.

1

class at the Presbyterian church, left
yesterday afternoon for the Hot
WITH THE BOXERS.
Springs where they spent the night.
The boys had a big time and thoroughly enjoyed themselves.
Jess Willard will have to go some
Mrs. C. A. Bruce left last night for when he stacks
up against Gunboat
Detroit, Mich., where she will attend Smith at San Francisco, May 17.
ett Tipton.
the national convention of the Ladies'
s
By JImminy, Atlanta fans will
Auxiliary of the Order of Railway
muss
Jim
when
a
Jim
Dandy
Yesterday afternoon at 4 o'clock the Conductors that is to be held there
Juniors held a candy gale in the main this month. Mrs. Bruce was elected Flynn and Jim Savage clash May 12
not.
hall of the Normal. The success of to be the
delegate from the local
Gilbert
Gallant, who recently won
the sale was good and testifies to the lodge.
over Battling Nelson In
decision
a
quality of the candy.
Boston, is after a match with Joe
Rivers.
Last evening those Seniors classed
Al Palzer, who recently underwent
as "Dormitory Seniors," who are Au
.
a
surgical operation in New York,
rora Lucero, Phoebe Russell, Rose
will not be ab'ie to box again until
Merle
KeIlo?g,
Skaggs and Pryor Tim
a.nd
next fall.
mons were hostesses to their classmates at a line party at the Photoplay
and a general good time afterwards.

J

If you desire to avail yourself of this kind of banking service, we will be glad to have you do
your banking with us.

Her Army.

Demobilize

Shillinglaw

A

SOUND BANKING - GOOD SIKVICE

PASSED

Boyd-Newma- n

forward nicely. The commence
ment address is to be delivered by
Inline Pope and every one feels hon- ored and gratified in this. Some of
the features which will add greatly
to the interest and attractiveness of
commencement week are the m&sic
by the Glee club, the band and the this summer.
orchestra; the class play, and the
H. A. Douglas passed through this
Junior-Senio- r
reception.
morning on his way back to Trinidad'
from Albuquerque where he attended
the Seniors the Chavez-MarinLast Saturday ni-'figut. Mr. Douglas
entertained the school at a most en- left here this morning at 9:30 o'clock
joyable affair at the Normal hall. and expects to reach Trinidad this
Good, jolly college games were play-- e evening.
dand delicious refinements served. '"William
and the bunch
goin:

AS

William ParnelJ, 'left this afternoon for Lamy on a short visit with
friends.
Maximo Luna of Taos came in last
night for a few days' business visit
in Las Vegas.
SUPPORTERS OF BOYD AND NEWE. W. Neal of Shoemaker was a
MAN CAN SEE THEM WORKbusiness visitor in Las Vegas today
ING OUT TOMORROW.
from his home.
,
'
came
of
Mrs. Jerry Quinn
Kennedy
Bud Boyd last night wired to Raton
in yesterday
evening and left thia for "Ev."
Winters, a well known welafternoon ' for home.
to come
here and- act
Mr. and Mrs. J. G. Kite of Denver terweight,
as
his
until the fight
partner
sparring
arrived in Las Vegas last night for a
with Louis Newman, which will be
few days' visit here.
on May Jti. Boyd was forced
Miss Hilda Seaburg of Raton came staged
to do this on account of the fact that
in last evening for a few days' visit
there are no local boys who are fast
with her friends here.
to give him any great amount
enough
S. M. Fairchild and L. R. Merrers
of training.
of Milford, New York, are visitors In
Boyd worked out again last night
Las Vegas for a few days.
went several rounds with Kid
and
W. T. Reed returned this afternooi
and other local boys. He is In
Burns
from San Miguel where he has bein
shape, now and although he
perfect
on business for the past few days.
to have a hard fight on the
expects
C.
McLemore
J.
returned this after
he states that he expects
sixteenth,
noon from Denver where he has beei
to win the fight. Boyd's manager,
for the past two days on business.
is confident of vicJohn Hicks of Santa Rosa rturned "Shorty" Means,
tory.
from Albuquerque last night and left
Newman worked out this afternoon
this morning in his auto for his home.
with Benny Chavez, who arrived In
Mrs. Juan Silva and sou, Louis, lelfj
Las Vegas last night. Chavez, who
this afternoon for Denver where Mr.
won the decision over MaSilva has taken a position and will recently
rino at Albuquerque, is In good connow locate.
dition to help Newman make the
C. F. Lambert, the state mounted
weight. Chavez still shows
necessary
policeman, is in Las Vegas for a few
his
of
marks
fight, but has all his usMr. Lambert name In from
days.
vim with him. Newman is workual
Raton last night.
haB succeeded in
F. C. Mayer of Chicago came in ing out fast, and
in good shape.
He is more
getting
Mr.
last night from that place.
Maywill win the
he
that
than
confident
er will remain in Las Vegas for the
fight on the sixteenth and says that
coming summer.
he is training only to make the
Milnor Rudulph left this morning
tomorrow
for his home in Mora after having weight. Newman will train
3
been a business visitor in Las Vegas afternoon at o'clock at his training
quarters on Bridge street for the
for the past few days.
of those who are unable to
benefit
Mrs. Hal'iett Raynolds and children,
the
workouts during the week.
attend
Ruth and Richard, went this mornHe will go several rounds with Benny
ing to El Porvenir to join Mr. Ray- Chavez and other
classy boxers. A
nolds, who is spending several days
crowd is. expected at Newman's
large
at the mountain resort.
quarters tomorrow afternoon. Boyd
Benny Chavez, who defeated Mawill work out tomorrow evening
rino in a ten round go at Albuquerque also
at the Couer pool hall and probably
this week, came in last night and
will box with Winters, who should
will remain In Las Vegas until after
arrive here tonight The Interest in
bout.
the
the bout Is great and odds seem to be
J. A. Conley, master mechanic for
even all over the city as to the final
the New Mexico division of the Santa
result.
Fe Railway company, came In last
night from Raton for a short business
Dr. II. W. Goelitz, who is now lo-visit at the local shops.
at Mulvane, Kan., came in this
cated
of Guymon,
Miss Leona Logue
afternoon
from that place and was ai
Okla., come in last night for a few
here
for a few hours today.
visitor
Miss
months' stay in Las Vegas.
Dr. Goelitz is on his way to El Paso
summer
will
session
attend the
Logue
on a short business trip.
of the New Mexico Normal University
Airs.

A
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cer-tai- n

d

pur-Chas-

'

89.

TO WELCOME PEACE DELEGATES.
Washington, P. C, May 10. A

hearty welcome awaits the Canadian
and British commissioners for the celebration of the Ghent treaty centennial when they come to tals city the
first of the week to pay their respects to President Wilson. J. Brown
Scott, secretary of the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace, and
Henry P. McFarland, former president of the commissioners for the
District of Columbia, are at the head
of a local committee that Is arranging for the entertainment of the visitors.

Health a Factor In Success.
The largest factor contrlbut'nar to
a man's success is undoubtedly health.
It has been observed that a man Is
seldom sick when his bowels are regular he is never well when they are
constipated. For constipation you
will find nothing quite so good as
not
Chamberlain's Tab'iets.
They
only move the bowels but Improve
children.
the appetite and strengthen the diA saying of Francis Ferdinand s boy, gestion.
They are sold by all dealDIED OF RARE DISEASE.
a youngster of twelve or, so, is in the ers.
San Antonio, Texas, May 10 Alon- - mouths of officialdom in Vienna just
Sallow complexion Is flue to a torzo D. Brown, 03 years old, a million-u,r- e now.
His father, sensibly enough,
HERBINE purifies and
manufacturer of St. Louis, died sends him to a public school in this pid liver.
schoolmates were talking
the liver and bowels and
strengthens
today after an Illness of several city. His
of the old emrestores the rosy bloom of health to
weeks. Mr. Brown suffered from about the probability
death in the near future. "No,"
peror's
leuohaemia, a rare incurable
said the boy; "my Papa says the em- tha cheekv Price 50c. Sold by Central Drug Co.
peror will never die."

era

7

Your Time and Strength Gleaning House
In the Old Way
J ::
Let the VMOUlii CLEANER do it for you in
a few hours without displacing a single article
of

furniture.

dust and dirt removed by drawing it
through a hose connected with a machine outside pif the houseby means of a gasoline engine.
All

SATISFACTION

GUARANTEED

For Estimates Phone

MeJn 170
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SATURDAY, MAY 10, 1913.
FOR PUBLICATION.

Department of the Interior, TJ. S.
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M,
April 1, 1913.
Notice is hereby given that
Ciddio of tUst hni W.gas, who,
on December 16, 1907, wade homestead entry, No. 03201, for W
NV
Y section 31, W
section 30,
SW
township 14 N, ranso 17 13, N. M. P.
M., has filed notice of Intention To
make five year proof, to establish
claim to the land above described, be

me OPTIC

Via-cent-

Confidence is the

fore Leo M. Tipton,

T5he

LOBBY

SHORT ORDERS AN

D

THE BEST GOODS OBTAIN

ran

A

ANB CAFE

RcGULAS DINNERS
KLE ALWAYS HANDLED

SOCIETY DIRECTORY
CHAPMAN

LODGE NO. 2, A. F.
A.

.

L.

M.

Regular communication first and
third Thursday In
aach month. Visiting
brothers cordially In-

COLUMN

U. S. commis-

RESTAURANT

at

o. O. MOOSE Meets second
fourth Thursday evening
mi
month at W. O. W. Hall. Vlslttat
Dr.
brothers cordially Invited.
W.
J. TnoraMi.
Houf. Dictator;
Secretary.

sioner, at East Las Vegas, N. M, on
June 7, 1913.
vited. Wm. P. Mills,
Claimant names a3 witnesses:
RATES FOR CLASSIFIED ADVER
W. M H. S .Van Petten, Secretary. J E. ROSEN WALD LODGE NO. 541.
Abeyta and Pedro Ciddio, East
TISEMENTS
Las Vegas, N. M.; Crescenciana Tru-jillI. O. of B B
Mets every firs!
Las Vegas, N. M., Luclnda J. de
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2, Tuesday of ihe month In the vestry
Flve cent! per line eacn insertion.
rooms of Temple Montefiore at
Trujlllo, East Las Vegas, N. M.
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
Reg- Eatlmate tlx ordinary word to a line.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
r d Tuee- o'clock p. m. Visiting brothers are
conclave
l,$?Oular
No ad to occupy leas space than two
mih
Register.
Isaac Appel,
day in each month at Mar
cordially Invited
lines. Ai! advertla m'ntt charged
Charles Greenclay, Sec
sonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. G. H.
President;
will be booked at space actually est,
NOTICE OF PUBLICATION.
Klnkel, E. C. ; Chaa. Tarn me.
retary.
State of New Mexico, county of San without regard to number of words.
In
Cash
advance preferred.
I. O. O. F. LAS VEGA8 LODGE NO.
Miguel, in the District Court.
Albinita Portillos da Montoya, plain1.
Meets every Monday evening at
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER MO. 3, ROY
tiff vs. Eiiseo Montoya, defendant.
their hall on Sixth street. All visitAL ARCH MASONS Regtlar con
NO. 7320.
vocation first Monday In
ing brethren cordially invited to atYou, Eiiseo Montoya, defendant in
tend. P. D. Fries, N. G.; Gus
each month at Masonic
the above entitled cause, are hereby
Lehman, V. G.; T. M. Elwood,
Temple at 7:30 p. m. H.
notified that a suit for divorce has
B. Hubbard, H. P.; P. O.
Secretary; Karl Wertz, Treasurer;
been commenced against you in the
C. V. Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.
Blood, Secretary.
above entitled court by said Albiniw
Portillos de Montoya, the plaintiff, on
PAN8FORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E. MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
OPTIC'S NUMBER, MAIN L
the grounds of abandonment, cruel
Meet In the Forest of brotherly
8. Meets first and third Fridays
and inhuman treatment, and failure
love at Woodmen of the World hall,
at 7:30 p. m. Id Masonic Temple,
to support
plaintiff,
on the second and fourth Fridays
according to
Mrs. J. O. Rutledfe, Worthy Main
and abillife
station
means,
your
of each month at 8 p. m. C. H.
tron; Mrs. Agnes Tripp, Secretary.
ity, as alleged and shown in the com
329.
Mala
Stewart, Consul; G. Laemmle, Clrk.
Telephone
WANTED A boarder, near town. In
plaint filed in said cause.
Visiting members are especially
quire Optic office.
That unless you enter or cause to
welcome and cordially Invited.
FRATERNAL
NO,
BROTHERHOOD
be entered your appearance In said
102 Mees every Monday night at
cause on or before the 23rd ay of WANTED Traveling men who are
ATTORNEYS
O. R. C. Hall, on Douglas avenue.at
making small towns and cross road
June A. D. 1913, decree pro confesso
8 o'clock.
members are
Visiting
stores to handle our new and
and Judgment by default will be en
HUNKER A HUNKER
cordially welcoma J. C. Wertz,
pocket sideline. Pays a comtered therein against you.'
J. T. Buhlor secretary; George H. Hunker Chester A. Hub
president;
mission of $4 per order. A winner,
The name and postoffice address of
Attorneys-at-LaC. H. Bally, treasurer.
full particulars address. Bind
For
G.
is
Win.
HayNew Men- Laa Vegas.
plaintiff's attorney
Mfg. Co., 212 Sigel St., Chicago, 111. B. P. O. ELKS
don, East Las Vegas, New Mexico.
Meets second and
Dated this 26th day of April, 1913.
DEXTISTS
fourth Tuesday evening of eacb
SALESMEN
WANTED for country
LORENZO DELGADO,
month Elks home on Ninth stre
Towns.
Clerk of said Court.
DR. E. L. HAMMOND, DENTIST
weeKiy salary ana $u
(Seal)
and Douglas avenue. Visiting broth
per day allowed for expenses when
Crockett Building.
era are cordially invited. Giv. Wm.
Main li
traveling. "Western Cider Co., St.
J. Mills, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Con- Office Telephone
Main 1'
WOMAN
House Telephone
Louis, Mo.
THIS INTERESTS
don. Secretary.
A family doctor said recently that
OR. F. B. HUXMANN
women come to him thinking that WANTED Waitress at Model Cafe, KNIGHTS OF COLUMBU8,
COUN-CI405 Railroad avenue.
when
but
Dentist
trouble:
female
have
NO. 804. Meets second and
they
of any description
Duuial
work
he treats them for their kidneys and
R.
O.
in
C.
Hall,
fourth Thursday
'liad.ler they soon recover. This is
mem- moderate prices.
Pioneer
Visiting
building.
fiisnt
Center Block. Tel. Main
worth knowing and also that Foley
bers are cordially invited. Richard Room
safest
and
Las Vegas, N;. M.
are the best
S.
P.
G.
Kidney Pills
Prank
Angel,
Devlne,
K.;
FOR
'
RENT Two
housekeeping
medicine at such times. They are
rooms. 414 Seventh street.
Professional Health Culture for Ladlei
NO.
tonic In action, quick in results. They
LODGE
DORADO
EL
MRS. OLLIE SHEARER
will help you. O. G. Schaefer and Re
PV
KNIGHTS
OF
FOR RENT Suite of nicely furnished
Hair and Scalp
General
Massage,
Cross D"ug Store.
THIAS Meets ev
housekeeping rooms, electrict lights,
Manicure
Facial
Treatment,
Massage,
ery Monday even
bath, etc. Excellent location. 918
Hotel.
Plaza
Ing in Castle Hall
Eighth street.
Office hours 1:30 p. m. to 3:30 p. m
Knighti
Visiting
CARRIAGE
AUTOMOBILE,
FOR RENT Six room House partly
we cordially invitAND
Cure for Stomach Disorders.
ed. Chas. Llebach
furnished. $10. Apply H., Optic
Disorders of the stomach may be
SIGiN PAINTING
Chancellpi avoided by the use of Chamberlain's
aer,
.if'
(W
N. O.
FOR RENT Modern furnished flat
Commander. Harry Tablets. Many very remarkable cures
effected by these tablets.
Oil Ninth street.
429 GRAND AVE.
ry Martin, Keeper of Records anfl have been
Sold by all defers.
Seal.
FOR
furnished
RENT
Vic-torin- o

Companion of
Success
When you go shopping you
are always sure to be successful
if you buy at dependable stores.

Wanted

w

The merchant who wants your
confidence is the merchant who
strives to keep it. He is build-

ing his business by fair dealing,
by giving you quality goods, and
fulfilling every promise of his
advertisements. He cannot afford to disappoint you.
Every time you buy anything
from the stores that advertise
in THE OPTIC you will be more
than satisfied, for they merit
your confidence in every detail
of their business.

For

HER. MAN

Two-roo-

HDL'SE.

8IGN PAINTING

AND

'urdwfMvi

Finishing. Papsr Hangisi
and Gluing.
Estimate Cheerfully Glvtn.

eat 8Id

Plaza

This elegant Rogers'

Silver Spoon
-- if you use
EMPRESS

FOR SALE Jersey cow, Mrs. Harry
Vogt, 1024 Third street.
FOR SALE

A A
dUNa
STANDARD

SILVER
P LATE
BEAUTIFUL

FRENCH-

-

GREY (STERLING) FINISH

EMPRESS I
can be

E. N.

1203

Kearney,

ALL GROCERS

1200

Phone Main 227

Lincoln Ave

A

chicks 10 cents. Thoroughbred Single Comb Rhode Island
Reds and Barred Rocks. Mrs. Geo.
Tudor, Osage City, Kan.

BABY

RETAIL PRICES
2,000 lbs., or More, Each Del very
1,000 lbs-- , to 2,000 lbs., Each Delivery
200 lbs., to 1,000 lbs. Each Delivery
50 lbs., to 200 lbs., Each Delivery

Less than 50 lbs., Each Delivery

20c
25c
30c
40c
50c

per
per
per
per
per

100
100
100
100
100

lbs.
lbs.
lbs.
lbs.
lbs.

Go-car- t,

AGUA PURA COMPANY
Harvesters, Storers, and Distributor of Natural Ice, the Purity
Lasting Qualities of Which Hare Made Las Vega Famoua.
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE

FOR SALE One second hand car,
good condition, fully equipped. Las
Vegas Garage, M. Biehl, Prop.

BUFF ROCK baby chicks, J12;
cash with order. Mrs. M. E. Stevens, Humbo'idt, Kan.

ae

100

LOCAL

TIME

ANT Ads
Are Best

UM

rket Hnders

EAST BOUND

Arrive
No.
No.

2.
4.

No. 8'
No. 10
No.
No.
No.
No.

1

3

7....
8

Kepr

9:10 p. m
9:15
11 :05
p. m.. ... .11:06
2.05 a. m
2:10
1:45 p. m
.
2:10
WEST BOUND
1:20 p. m
1:46
6:10 a. m.
6:15
4:20 p. m..... 4:30
6:35 p. m
7:00

p
p.

s

Classified add. search out the people to whom emong ai!
those who MIGHT BUY the particular thing la worth most

p.
a.

That property too want to sell Is WORTH MOST vo someoe
would nerer hear
l
who reads the ads. In this newspaper and
your property unless It were advertised here.

p.
p.

Others, who read and ana rer ads. in this newspaper want (tM
are anxious to pay can for) books, automobiles, used machlr.ezy
and furniture, articlos of ttsefulnefls of any sort, and musical !
struments.

CHICHESTER S PILLS
UruKttUt for
Ak your
ill ant on 1 liratiid,
IMIisin Kcd and iinld metallic
Tii It no other, litir of Tour
PriiBrfiM, Askffir
8
IHVi'ONJ
ItMAMI I'll.J il
W yearskmmnas Best, SMest, Always Reliibm
SOLD BY DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE:
IadifMi

ob- -

this city from

Las Vegas Ice & Storage Co.

Two mares, spring wagon

and harness,
Sixth street.

FOR SALE Junior Tourist
Good as new. Inquire 1137 Columbia avenue. E. L. V.

ONE COUPON FROM
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
STAMPS
FIVE
BRINGS YOU THE
SPOON
IT'S
sv GENUINE WM.
ROGERS &

From Distilled Water Free from Bacteria or Germs of any
despription No impurities, no air, nothing but Pure Ice.
20c per 100 lbs
2000 lbs or more, each delivery
25c per 100 lbs
1000 to 2000 lbs, each delivery
40c per 100 lbs
200 to 1000 lbs, each delivery
50c per 100 lbs
50 to 200 lbs, each delivery

For Sato

giving you
a present for do-

BetferEMPRESS jj
FLOUR realfr is. g
Made by GERMAN PROCESS

tained" in

623

FOR SALE CHEAP New surrey and
harness. Phone Purple 6312.

ing something
you 'd do any
way when you

CRYSTAL IDE

suit-

FLOUR
It

(one

Three sunny rooms
able for 'light housekeeping.
Twelfth street.

FOR RENT

Tow

Old

For YOU!

get to. know all these good
stores and their splendid offer-ing- s
read the advertisements
every night in

M!fM!!!!ilililUUiMiiUiiWliK

house, 921 Lincoln.

PETER P. MACKEL

To

'i,i,,l!it!!lH!!1!1MM!l!,,,!,

1

Aw

V'i'

As the classified ads. are read bj ail possible buyers, of all
sible aorta of things, they have come to be finders of the best

i

pos-
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Bonnets of Daintiest Design
Complete Fair AutoistV Costume

;:!S

LUCKY

MISTAKE

Accidental Exchange of Manuscripts Saved the Day for
Two Aspiring
By

MILDRED

Students.

CAROLINE
RIDGE.

GOOD

"This is a gTeat moment in your
life, my son," said the mother of
Adolphus Barclay. "I hope and believe

that it settles your future."
"And I am sure that it will," declared Algernon Barclay's sister.
"Don't you think so, Irma?"
"He certainly deserves the best the
answered
can
world
give him,"
Adolphus Barclay's fiancee, blushingly
sweet as her eyes answered the deep
love light in his own.

O'4 l;

v

pro"Well, we will soon know,"
claimed Adolphus himself. "Where is
my manuscript? Ah, here. Good-by,- "
and kissing all three of the best
friends a young man ever had, the
hope of the Barclay family made a
rush for the railroad depot.
A year out of college, critic and authority on ancient literature, Adolphus
was striving hard to win the tutelary
plum of Harris college. It was a two

Time was when the fair autolst concerned herself with the question of
what sort of headgear she should
choose whether a hat or a bonnet,
but this question doesn't come up now.
She will choose a bonnet and among
the great number of lovely models it is
JUBt a question of "which one." Sha
can hardly make a poor choice; for
all the new ones are made to measure
up to certain standards. They are soft
and comfortable, light in weight and
becoming. They are made in all colors, gay and grave, and each is
with its veil.
In the management of lines about
the face there is so much variety that
It is worth while to try on a number
until one hits upon just the most becoming of them all.
Veils are fastened to the bonnet in
any number of ways, but all are detachable and washable. There is almost no trimming other than the veil,
but many bonnets are made of two
colors and of two different materials
as straw braid and messallne silk,
braid and chiffon, braid and pongee,
eta Very small, compact nosegays of
pro-Tid- ed

ribbon flowers or silk fruits are used
flat
perched
against the brims.
Crocheted Hovers and ribbon flowers,
a single rose and leaves usually, are
applied In this way, no more raised
than a heavy embroidery. Nothing
can blow about except the V6il and
that only at the will and pleasure of
its wearer.
Most of the bonnets have a crown
sufficiently large to protect the coiffure without tousling the hair. That
shown in the illustration is a good example of the mode. It is of satin braid,
made without wires. If carefully
packed it will take up little room in a
suit case as it is flexible enough to
fold up.
Numbers of the new hats answer
very well for automobiling when worn
with a veil; for their pose on the head
is like that of a bonnet. But such is
the popularity of the bonnet shapes
and the variety of materials from
which they are made that it will be a
stupid girl who doesn't manage to
fashion one for herself or part with a
little extra money to the milliner.
JULIA BOTTOMLEY.

thousand dollars per year

position,

with perquisites. In case he won it,
there would be a wedding, a family
removal, and he would feel settled for
life.
So far everything looked favorable.
Adolphus had appeared before the au-

gust college faculty and had read his
paper on Egyptian poetry. He had
made a hit. It seemed as if his position was assured. A few days later,
however, the president of Harris wrote
him to come down with something
bright and interesting, and give the
students a' sample of his erudition.
"I understand a good many wealthy
men send their sons to Harris,"
dolphus explained to his mother. "I
suppose the college heads wish to
cater to them. If I make a favorable
Impression on the students, I fancy
I will be acceptable all around."
The result was the manuscript in
the black leather roll which Adolphus

er. All the hands on that side of the
table are put under it, while the leader passes the buttons to some one on
hie side, or keeps it, misleading the
other side as to its place by talk and
actions. The opposite leaders orders
hands up. All hands on the button
side must be laid on the table, palms
down, the button under one of them.
All must help, by actions and words,
to keep the secret of the button's hiding-

c7cf

-place.

The opposite leader tries to discover
it, watching faces and consulting with
his helpers. His object is to order up
one hand after another turned over
and taken from the table without uncovering the button. Jokes, tones,
laughs, glances, any means, may be
used to discover the button or to throw
the hunters off the scent. Only the
Button Party.
opposite leader can order up a hand.
"Come and 'buttin" at our button The bands still down when the button
jiarty on Saturday night at eight;" shows are counted for the button side,
thus the invitation ran that "Polly" scored, and the button crosses the
mshed in to show me.
table.
She said they were going to have a
ifcutton hunt just like the peanut hunts
A Dry Goods Contest.
Here is a stunt to try next time you
jare carried out, and the hostess told
iber she was making bags of ribbon to want a contest. It is especially good
to use at a thimble party. These are
put the buttons in and that each
could keep the bag for a souvenir. the directions as given by the hostess
iThe hostess gave her this little con- after she had passed the cards and
gest, for me; she is going to ask the pencils. "First write on the card the
jquestions and write down herself who list of V70rds I read off to you and then
answers the most questions. The when I say 'what do you consider the
most appropriate kind of cloth or trimprizes are to be a set of
(shirtwaist buttons, a box of collar but- ming for the people listed on your
tons.
cards to buy?' let your answer consist
Ibutton, button, who's got of one word tliat wir. describe cither
the fabric or the pattern or the ' r
the button?
How should a blind man's buttons of suitable clothing for
pi;"fo
'
!be made? With eyes.
oh your curds, and tUn - :! n.u-What Is it that goes around
fcr directly to the occupation oi :ti
A goat.
wearer."
What kind of buttons should a HeFollowing is the complete lint, and
award a prize to the one who answers
brew wear? Jew-eleOf what should a "masher's" but- best or the most according as you
wish to decide:
tons be made? Rubber.
The artist should Jrcs3 ia canvas.
What kind of buttons would a conThe gardener in l,".wn.
vict like to wear? Cut steel.
The dairyman in chec cclot'l.
wiat kind of buttons are appropriThe editor in priit.
ate for a sexton? Bone.
The banker in cheeks.
What kind of buttons are the same
The hunter in duck.
as a girl's name? Pearl.
The dressmaker in hnircloth
Of what Bhould an agent's buttons
The Scotchman in plaids.
be made? Brass.
The prisoner in stripes.
Of what should a hunter's buttons
The government official in red tape.
be made? Gun metal.
The architect in blueprint.
I must add two games with buttons
Tho minister in broadcloth.
that children enjoy, and I am rather
The Jeweler in cotton.
certain that they would be good for
The undertaker in crepe.grownups, too. The first is called
The
in mohair. (Does he not
"King's Buttons," it is played upon a mow barber
hair?)
long drawn out dining room table covMADAME MERRI.
ered with a blanket. First you have
to make the King's Button Brigade by
Wraps Made From Shawl.
taking three brass buttons, three black
The season for short evening wn pa
ones and three white ones, with eyes
or shanks in the back, twist wire hair- is the psychological moment for the
the handpins into the eyes to make legs, and woman who possesses one of shaw
.) to
stick in corks for feet. Stand the some fringed Chinese crepe
brass "men" nearest the end of the get it out and have it made into a
table, then the blackies, then the stunning wrap. The priceless shawl
whites. Each player has ten chances need not be cut to do this. All that is
ito hit the men with a large marble necessary is to take a loop in one
'rolled from the other end of the table. edge to form a Capuchin hood or si ng
The white men knocked down counts drapery, and the shawl will then adfive, the black ten and the brass fif- just itself most gracefully ou tho
teen. Count is kept on cards, and an shoulders, falling In just the right
assistant stays at the lower end of the way. If it is a very large shawl, turn
table to set up the men and return the down one edge several inches bemarble. This is really good fun, try fore making the sling loop, allowing
It. The next pastime has no name, the fringe to fall on the outer side
of the wrap, of course. A clasp of
but is played this way:
Seat a row of players on each side some sort should be set at the front,
of the long table, with each row's lead- high on the left front, the opposite
er In the middle. A button as large side of the shawl being lifted to this
piece is given one lead fastening In soft, graceful manner.
,aa a fifty-cen- t
per-ieo- n

hand-painte- d
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CENTENARY
OF BLAIR.
There Adolphus gasped. His eyes
Washington, May 10. Officials at
stared at the neatly typewritten pages
before him. He was electrified. The the general postoft'ice today recalled
room swam. He paled, he trembled.
the fact that this was the centennial
A mute horror seized his bewildered
anniversary of the birth of Montgomsenses, and a cold, ominous sweat be- ery Blair, the famous statesman, who
gan to creep down his back. A realiza- as
postmaster general in Lincoln's
tion of his awkward position came to
was the author of a number
cabinet
observed
he
as
him fully,
that the
students were staring wonderingly at of important reforms in the postal
him on account of his sudden stop- system, such as money orders, free
page of speech and the prolongation delivery in cities and postal railroad
of hisk unaccountable silence.
cars.
the
This flashed over Adolphus:
Born in Franklin county, Kentucky,
manuscript before him was not his
own! In his hurry in leaving the train of a family that had long been among
the humorist had grabbed up the the most distinguished and influential
in the south, Montgomery Blair was
wrong manuscript roll.
It was the crucial, critical moment .raduated at West Point In 1835 and
In the life of Adolphus. He could not saw active service in the Seminole
speak extempore, he could not remem- war. Later he resigned from the
ber his lecture verbatim. A hundred
studied law, and began praceyes were focussed upon him. A sud- army,
den resolve came to him. In despera- tice in St. Louis at the age of 2C- He
was appointed United States district
tion he called out huskily:
"The subject of my lecture Is 'The attorney for Missouri, and was electJokes of the Ancients.' "
ed mayor of St. Louis.
"Good!" "New!" "Give us a samAt the age of 39 he removed to
ple!" and like eager and urgent calls Maryland, and three years later he
filled the air.
was appointed United States solicitor
Adolphus began to read. He had
not proceeded ten lines before he in the court of claims. Because of
realized that the humorist was an the repeal of the Missouri comproadept in his line. There were only mise he left the democratic party and
ten basic jokes in the world, he was then removed
from office by
claimed, and the ancients originated
Buchanan.
Before this rethem all. With exquisite wit and President
finish the manuscript expatiated on moval he had acted as counsel before
the supreme court in the celebrated
these.
As Adolphus proceeded there were Dred Scott case.
In 1S60 Blair presided over the
grim smiles, then guffaws. At a decided interruption the lecturer looked
Maryland
republican convention, and
up in his mild, astonished way, to in 1861 was
appointed postmaster genobserve the room convulsed, with Jolly
men laughing till the tears came into eral by President Lincoln, He alone
their eyes. One student was so over- of Mr. Lincoln's cabinet is said to
come that he had fallen to the floor have opposed without
qualification
in a spasm of uproarious hilarity.
the surrender of Fort Sumter. He
The jokes were funny, hut there was an
extremely efficient postmaster
was an added zest to the apprecia-tivenes- s
but political complications in
general,
audience.
was
This
of the
which
members of his fami'iy
other
e
seriousness of the
the solemn,
lecturer. To Adolphus it was no fun. became involved, as well as his own
All this was trivial as compared with radical personality, led to this resighis own high literary screed. Besides nation from the cabinet. His death
that, his province was to instruct, not occurred at his home In Maryland in
to amuse, and the faculty might criti1SS3.

cize.
With wild whqpps the crowd made
a rush for Adolphus as he folded up
his manuscript. Four stalwart fellows
raised him on their shoulders. Amid
gay hurrahs they started from the
room with him.
"Gentleman!
gentlemen!" reprimanded a stentorian voice as they
reached the doorway, and the president of the college halted the procession.
"It's all right, Prex," declared the
ringleader of the riot. "We've elected
him our new professor, and we're going to give him the honorary degree
in all our fraternal societies by carrying him three times around the
campus to the tune of "
A rollicking college song rang out
from the formidable, blustering mob
bearing Adolphus in triumph from the
scene.
A favorite all around, the young
man was settled for life, and a happy
bridegroom in the bargain, a few
weeks later.
That was not all of it. The humorist hunted up Adolphus to get back
his manuscript. The one he had taken by mistake he claimed had saved
the day for him. Its sentiment and
classical tinge had just caught his
audience.
It gave him a great repu-

tation for versatility, and the lecture
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bureau had raised his pay. He hired
Adolphus on the spot to write him a
series of lectures in the same vein,
Stared at the Neatly Typewritten and this work
resulted in some subPages.
stantial pin' money for his delighted
now carried. It dealt with ancient little wife.
romance, precisely the thing to suit a (Copyright, MIS, by W. G. Chapman.)
lot of young fellows, he decided.
Adolphus caught the train just in SHE LIVED WITH SKELETON
time, threw his roll up in the car rack,
and sank into hi3 seat to move along Aged and Eccentric English Woman
to make room for a second hurry-up- .
Expected Reanimation of Dead
This latter also carried a manuscript
Spinstsr Friend.
roll, the exact counterpart of that beHe likewise
The discovery of a skeleton of a
longing to Adolphus.
tossied this into the rack, and smiled woman who died apparently two or
three years ago, and whose remains
broadly as he said:
have bean kept in a bedroom by an"Music?"
"lec- other woman, "so that they could both
"Oh, no," replied Adolphus
be buried together," has been made by
ture."'
"H'm; so? Further coincidence. the police at Wimborne, Dorset, England.
Same line. Shake."
An inquest was held the other day,
He was a jolly fellow, and he and
Adolphus struck up a speedy acquaint- and as strange a story was told as has
ance.
probably ever been heard in a coro"I am a professional humorist," he ner's court.
Sarah Mary Kearley, spinster, aged
told Adolphus. "Bound for a Dunkard
said the remains which
settlement at Jackson. It seems that sixty-fouthe regularly scheduled man who was were found in bed were those of Ellen
to lecture on some abstruse subject Griffin, who was nearly seventy years
I of age and who had lived with witness
Is ill, and I have to substitute.
warned ' the lecture bureau that I over thirty years after leaving service
would probably be egged or arrested together in London.
"One morning," continued witness,
by those solemn old fellows."
They became so companionable that "Miss Griffin was not so well, and she
the train was starting up from a stop fainted and died before I went to work.
before the humorist was aware that I slept in the same bed two nights with
the body, thinking that she would
it was his station.
"See you again," he said, grabbing come to life again."
Witness said she did not tell anyone
for his manuscript roll and rushing
of the death as she intended keeping
for the depot platform.
In due time Adolphus arrived at the the remains as long as she lived, so
tocollege town. A committee of seniors that they could both he buried
met him at the hotel and then escort- gether.
ed him to the college Itself. They
They had no quarrel, witness dewere inclined to be chummy with clared, and added she worked for and
kept Miss Griffin, who could only do a
AdolphuB.
"
"I wish I had made that lecture a little sewing.
The town surveyor, who said he had
little lighter and more entertaining,"
was the burden of the young lecturer's known Miss Kearley for many years,
thoughts, as he faced a throng in the said that both women vere eccentric.
A doctor said the skeleton was found
chapel composed entirely of students.
They were a lively set, and the hum In a natural reclining position. There
of careless chatter Indicated that they was not a vestige of flesh remaining,
would be restless or riotous, just as and from an examination his opinion
was that death was due to natural
the humor took
Adolphus had been a studious college man, and his trend was dignified
and grave. He ascended to the rostrum and opened his manuscript roll.
His audience was suspiciously quiet.
Adolphus cleared his throat.
I am at your service this evening,

SEVEN

causes.

An open verdict was returned.

Early Bird.
Old Gent (7 a. m.) Waiter, this
breakfast cheese is full of worms!
Waiter Well, you know the eld
gentlemen," he began, "with a brief proverb about the early bird, sir.
talk on tb "
Chapparral (Stanford).

Rheumatism Quickly Cured.
sister's husband had a . attack of rheumatism in his arm,"
writes a well known resident of Newton, Iowa. "I gave him a bottle of
Chamberlain's Liniment which he
applied to his arm and on the next
morning the rheumatism was gone."
For chronic muscular rheumatism you
will find nothing better than Cham
berlain's liniment. Sold by a'il deal-ers.

Monday

The Event of Many Years

"A Night in Australia"

"My

By Dr.

J. H. Landau

More than 100 Illustrations.

(Cannibals, Aborigines Kanakas,
Bush Rangers, the Great Cities and Industries of Australia,
the Scenery, Geysers and White Terraces of New Zealand, the Goant
Ferns of Tasmania.)
Maoris,

1

IDAHO WELCOMES ALIENS.
Boise, Ida., May 10. The prohibition of alien ownership of land in

12th

May

Evening

,

Australian Songs and Recitations by the well known artists:

Idaho ceased to exist today, by virtue of the action of the last legislature In repealing the restrictions that
heretofore have prevented Japanese
or other aliens from acquiring lands
in this state. The repeal bill was
passed on the ground that outside
capital was needed to develop the
state.

Mrs. Chas. Kohn
Mrs. Chas. O'Malley
Mrs. Roy Prentice
Mrs. J. H. Landau

The great calamity in umaha was
quickly overshadowed by the terribly
disastrous floods in Ohio. Great suffering and sickness from eclds and
exposure resulted. L. Poole, 2217 California St.
writes: "My
Omana,
daughtr had a very severe cough and
cold but Foley's Honey and Tar Compound knocked it out in no time."
Refuse substitutes. O. G. Schaefer
and Red Cross Drug Store.
SOCIALIST PARTY CONFERENCE.
Chicago,. 111., May 10. The members of the socialist party national
committee are gathering in Chicago

for the first representative socialist
conference that has been held since
the appearjance of the progressive
party and the establishment of the
new political alignment. The conference will review the present political situation and discuss plans for the
congressional and legislative campaigns of next year.
cf moiicine
In the whole Meld
there is not a healing remedy that
will repair damage to the fiesh more
SNOW
quickly than BALLARD'S
LINIMENT. In cuts, wounds, sprains,
burns, scalds, and rheumatism, its
healing and penetrating powe- i ex1.00
50c
and
Price
25c,
traordinary.
per bottle. Sold by Central Drug Co.

PHIPPS INSTITUTE DEDICATED.
Philadelphia, Pa., May 10. An interesting program of exercises accompanied the dedication today of the
new Henry Phipps institute of the
University of Pennsylvania. The institute, which was presented to the
university two years ago by Henry
Phipps, has for its object the study,
treatment and prevention of tuberculosis.
"DIVORCE SUNDAY" IN CHICAGO.
Chicago, 111., May 10 At the suggestion of the Illinois Divorce commission the pastors of many of Chicago's leading, churches have agreed

Tickets and Reservations at Murphey's
Drug Store. Tickets 50c and 75c
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BAIN WAGON
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Gross, Kelly & Go.
Sole Agents
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MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

SWASTIKA COAL

to observe

tomorrow as "Divorce
The observance wfil conSunday."
sist in the preaching of sermons dealing with, the evils of hasty
marriages and the increase in
the number of divorces.
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Light' automobile
.o'clock this evening.
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IN FRUIT
Oranges
Bananas
Fancy Eating Apples

,

Head Lettuce

Fresh Tomatoes

Spinach
Pie Plant
Bermuda Onions
Cauliflower
Radishes
Soup Bunches

Fancy White Asparagus
Hot House Celery
New Texas Cabbage
'New Texas Potatoes
Green. Onions

Finch's Golden Wedding nye, aged
in the wood. Direct from the distil
lery to you. At the Lobby, of course.

,

Parsley

FROM

-

THERE

-

18

NO LYE

HITS PUT!
"THE KIND THAT IS NOT

IN THE

FRUITS"
LYE-PEELE-

Highest In Quality Delicious In Flavour

you want the highest
quality in canned fruits

At
E. B.
S. B.

if

STEARNS

J.

Jefierson Raynolds, President.
Vice
President. Hallett Raynolds, Cashier.
Raynolds,
H. Erie Hoke, Assistant Cashier.
Davis, Vice President.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LAS VEGAS,

Capital,

$100,000

N. M.

Surplus, and Undivided Profits $35,000

Our Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and Accommodation Within the Scope of Good Banking.

it'

Interest Paid on Time Deposits

ill

Ilia Home of the Best

of Everyilimg Eatable

Finest Fresh Strained
35c Per Pint

oney

Fresh Comb Honey
20c, 2 for 35c
EE
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BERING

LANDAU'S TRAVELOGUE
IS
EXPECTED TO BE A LITERARY
TREAT

DR.

We also show best makes of Wood
Refrigerators from $0.95 up.

THE ROSENTHAL

Tasmania;

the savages

and cannibals of New Guinea; the Friday evening at 5:30 o'clock. Each
team will play twice in ono week and
wool, sugar cane and timber indusonce the next week throughout the

Mr. Business Man. Here is an in
strument you cannot be without, Selftries; the Broken Hill silver mines
inking band daters, $1.00. Phone your
(the largest and richest in the world) ;
orders. The Optic.
the mountains, fiords, white terraces
and geysers of New Zealand, the Bush
The tickets for the Bertha Wooden
of Tasmania, the characterisrangers
orchestra concert that is to be given
tics of the country and the sports of
at the Y. M. C. A. hall tonight under
the people.
the auspices of the Santa Fe, have all
Dr. Landau also will discuss what
been given out, and an unusually
America must learn from Australia,
large crowd is expected. The concert the
eight hour working day, the mini
will start prompetly at 8:30 o'clock,
mum wage, the Australian ballot, the
and all those holding tickets are re
Torrens Title, the factory acts as
quested to be present before that wlel as
compulsory education and
time. The concert people arrived this how
works.
it
Woman's suffrage and
afternoon andare expected to give
its effects. A six years' drought.
concerts
of
the best
Las Vegans one
Stories of the Australian Bush. The
that have ever been given here under
of Australia and their reli
aborigines
the auspices of the Santa Fe.
gion, the cannibals of the Polynesian
Islands and how they are becoming
While figuring out whether the new civilized. The
Kanakas and the sugar
boxball alley was paying for itself, cane
The Moris of New
industry.
Secretary LeNoir of the Y. M. C. A.
discovered that the alley was being
Reservations of seats are now be
used more than had been expected.
ing at Murphey's drug store.
Up to yefterday evening there had
been played on the alleys 400 games,
Try a dram ot Old Taylor Bour
which is equal to 4,000 frames. The bon at the
Opera Bar. Adv.
balls have rolled up the a'iley and
down again over 12,000 times since
The Bertha Wooden orchestra ar
the alley was installed. The balls rived here this
afternoon from Raton,
have traveled over 81 miles. The where
a performance last
it
gave
pins have been hit something over night. The orchestra, which is one of
12,000 times, as each ball that was
the best in the country, this afternoon
thrown did not always nit the pins. was taken in
automobiles to the Hot
The new game has proven interesting
and other places ot interest
Springs
to all the members, and a contest is in the Gallinas
canyon.
now on for high sare. A. F. Black
burn last night rolled a score of 2C2,
Special Saturday night sale, halt
making a tie for first place between price on al'i hats. Mrs. A. Standish.
W. C. Dennis
himselfand LeNoir.
holds the second place and Paul
PEONS DEFEAT BANKERS
I
.
Sohoeny holds third.
The Peons were again victorious
last night at the Elks' home, defeating
the Money Handlers by 89 pins. The
game was close, and the bowlers showed considerable improvement.
Henriquez for the Peons held the
high score record, with 4S6 pins to his
credit. The Peons now are one game
ahead of the Bankers, the Peons hav
ing won four games and the Bankers
three. The rivalry runs high with
these two teams, and even the wives
of the players are rivals while the
games are on. The scores for last
!on way, 446; Martin
night: Peons

entire season. The members present
were all very enthusiastic about' the
club and t is expected that all the
games will be interesting.
Thirteen
members of the club attended the
meeting last night, after which an
excellent luncheon was served by the
M. C. A. chef, Walter Burns.

Numerous friends of Champion
Kllbane believe that he got the worst
of the decision in his bout with Johnny Dundee. But the best of the critics have to admit that Johnny made a
fine showing against the champ.
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
MADE easily writing
Photo Plays. "Learn how." Send
The Arrow
25c for particulars.
Photo Play Co., 502 Spitzer Bldg.,
Toledo, Ohio.

$10

$100

Good Quality

'I

Still cling to the idea of one of two
extremes.
Made to measure clothes or
a cheap quality of ready to wear
garments.
Clothes making and clothes wearing
has advanced far beyond either of these
Sm
. v" stages.
High grade
Clothes
W1I'
Ik)' UL" a" "art acnanner ana Marx or
W I.- cvctcm cji.
o
liv $OC
vi.i sic vutraper, nt
better and have more stvle than anw
L
suit at $10 to $15
more and as for eh
KoSTOUC Hp.il
Clothes nothing need be said.
reary-to-vve-

l
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made-to-mea.su- re

GRE EN BERG ER

Decide

To-da- y

To Have Cool Freab De-- 1
licious Food And Water
1 This 3ummer Witb An

I J. C.

JOHNSEN
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EXCLUSIVE LOCAL AGENTS
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$BB&mQB
Two fine lots on Fifth St. East front, sidewalk and sewer
very desirable $550.00
;

'

.

S500

A cheap house wHl located on the Flat, can be made into comfortable
small home at slight expense, $500.00. $50 down, balance $15.00 per month
DONT THIS BEAT PAYING RENT?

The Investment & Agency Corporation
0 Phone Main 40

GEO. A. FLEMING, Manager
603 Lincoln Ave
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New Mexico

reecli Jam
Put up in Economy Jars under the most
i Sanitary con
ditions,

con-

taining only

fresh peaches
and cane su
gar.

Mm.

460; Ament, 447; Losey, 484; HenriRUBBING CLOTHES
Bankers
quez, 486;
2,323.
total,
In a tub is out of date and out of Trumbull, 447; Hoke, 453; McWenie,
reason. It not only wears out the 428; Strass, 454- - Witten for Duncan,
422; total, 2.234. Following the bowl
clothing, but is
BACK BREAKING WORK.
Ins; an informal dance was enjoyed.
beak away from the old
Why
methods, and keep up with the times
Going out of millinery business by
by sending your washing to
July 1. All my stock at cost to close
.
LAS VEGA8 STEAM LAUNDRY.
it down. Mrs. L. P. Wright.
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sold over 25 of these
Refrigerators and have yet to find a M
displeased customer. We show them
in 3 sizes to hold 50, 75 and 100
We

RENE

S a. vers

Snap and Style in their
clothes, and who appreciate the
economy of
j

,"-

NIGHT THAT IS

W. E. Crites received notice this
morning to the effect that his brother-in-law,
G. B. Barboer of Scranton,
Penn., died yesterday morning.
Mr.
Barboer was an old soldier and was 81
years of age. He was one of the oldest
soldiers In the state of Pennsylvania.

-

Insist on "Hunts"

It's Strange When
One Knows
The Facts.

f4uTft

I

Announcement of the program to be
given Monday evening at the Duncan
opera house upon the occasion of the
Opposite the Y. M. C. A.
travelogue of Rev. Dr. Jacob Landau,
A Night in Australia," was made to
day. The program is as follows:
Violin solo with piano accompani
Mrs
ment, "Mazurka de Concert,"
Irour fox terriers for sale at ?3
TOMORROW
Charles O'Malley and Mrs. Kohn.
each. Inquire at 1027 Sixth street, af
at
the Y. M. C. A.
Solo, "Dost Thou Know This Fair
1 ter 6 p. m. or before 8 a. m. Mrs. L. Land?"
Australian
by, Goring Thomas,
P. Wright.
composer, Mrs. Roy Prentice.
mmsa&
The building will be open for visit
Recitation, "The Soul of the Violin,'
"Mother's Day" will be observed
ors
from 9 o'clock in the morning unwith musical
Mrs. J,
at the First Baptist church. H. Landau. accompaniment,
til 6 o'clock In the evening.
?3 The
pastor, Rev. N. B. Green, will
Tonight, Santa Fe concert at 8:30
Recitation, "The Amateur Rider,
o'clock.
preach at the morning service upon by A. B,
Patterson, Australia's leading
the subject "Mother." . Rev. Mr.
poet, Mrs. J. H. Landau. This recita
Green believes in "Mother's Day" and
A BASEBALL LEAGUE.
tion will be delivered in the Australian
the sentiments which it invokes. The
Last
night at the Y. M. C. A., the
CAN
Bush dialect.
public is invited to hear Mm speak.
Violin solo, "Souvenir," with piano Santa Fe club of that organization
There will be preaching services in
met. At this meeting the baseball
Mrs. Charles O'Mal
the morning at 11 o'clock and in the accompaniment,
was solved by the organizing
question
ley.
a Santa Fe baseball league. The
evening at 8 o'clock.
"A Night in Australia, the Working- of
man's Paradise," by Dr. J. H. Landau. teams that will compete in the 'league
Have your lawn mower sharpened
Illustrated by superb lantern slides, will be made up of men from the su
by our new process. F. J. Gehring.
the freight of
showing Sidney, the most beautiful perintendent's office,
fice and the shops and round house.
on
earth. Marvelous Melbourne
spot
was planned last night to have the
Special Saturday night sale, half The cities
and public buildings of New It
on
A.
Mrs.
hats.
all
Standish.
different
price
teams play on Tuesday and
Zealand and

PASTEURIZED CREAM
ASK YOUR GROCER
IT SATISFIES
CRYSTAL CREAMERY Co
THERE IS NO LIE ON THE LABEL

jrf
pounds of Ice.

CRYSTAL BUTTE RJ
IS MADE

A

by our new process. F. J. Gehring.

Art leather, drawn work and Indian
pottery at cost to close down stock.
Mrs. L. P. Wrieht.

I

-

Liidwla Win,

Have your lawn mower sharpened

STEARNS STORE

11

Phone Main 379

My horse, harness and buggy for
sale at a bargain. Mrs. L. P. Wright
503 Sixth street.
On account of the immense busi
ness that Thomas Lamb has contracted with the Denver Times, he has de
cided to give up the Grit, which lie
has been handling. Robert Pincet'i
has taken the Grit agency.

-

color,

?

IN VEGETABLES,.

fill dll Kit M

A varnish and stain combined. Revives old wood
work, furniture, floors,
etc., all size cans, any

Spanish dance given by the Young
Men's club at O. R. C. hail Tuesday,
May 13.

T

A LACI

at 7:38

Have your lawn mower sharpened
by our new process. P. J. Gehring.

Pineapples
Grapefruit
Lemons

Strawberries

lamps

JAP

Our milk always stand the acid test for drugs and the
test for cream quality.

Bab-coc- k

Our dairy will always stand the expert inspection required
by modern cities.
Ring' out the old mistaken methods.
Ring- in

the new correct ones.

Our dairy deserves your patronage.
Your family deserves our milk.

per Jar
BOUCHER'S
'.

nt

1.

The Corbett Sanitary Dairy

South Pacific Street

Milking Time 4

A.

Las Vegas, New Mex
II, and 2 P. Si.

